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ABSTRACT
This thesis reports upon synchrotron based luminescence studies of wide band gap
semi-conductors and organic thin films.
The optical and structural electronic properties of cubic and hexagonal boron nitride
have been studied using X-ray Excited Optical Luminescence (XEOL) and Optically
Detected X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (OD-XAS). UV/visible emission was
identified in both h-BN and c-BN with additional exciton related deep UV emission
for the former. UV excited luminescence measurements were used to determine the
band gap energies of h-BN and c-BN, these were found to be 5.96eV ± 0.04eV and
6.36eV ± 0.03eV respectively. Spatially resolved XEOL and OD-XAS was used to
investigate c-BN microcrystals revealing lateral differences in luminescence and local
structure. Synchrotron/laser pump probe spectroscopy was applied to investigate
defect states in h-BN and c-BN. Subsequent correlation to the XEOL emission was
made proving these defects states to be responsible for the lowest energy emission
bands in both materials.
Angular resolved NEXAFS, photo-luminescence (PL) and OD-XAS was used to
characterise spin coated thin organic films of poly(phenylamine). The material was
shown to exhibit preferred orientation within the film, but spatially resolved imaging
OD-XAS revealed lateral variation in the molecular orientation. Electrospray
deposition was developed for the growth of thin organic semiconducting films in ultra
high vacuum. PL and OD-XAS studies were carried out on pure and mixed films of
tetra sulfonated copper phthalocyanine (tsCuPc) and poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO). Only
the mixed complexes displayed infrared emission resulting from disstacking of the
tsCuPc by the PEO within the film.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Luminescence is the induced emission of low energy photons from within a material.
Whilst this quantised light may be useful in terms of device function its origin is also
of physical importance as the energy of emission corresponds to charge
recombination at optical transitions; therefore luminescence can yield information
regarding electronic structure. In this thesis luminescent techniques were used to
investigate two classes of semi-conducting materials; inorganic III-V materials and
organic small molecules and polymers.

Wide band gap III-V materials are of significant interest as they have optical activity
in the ultra violet (UV) region of the spectrum, thus making them suitable for devices
such as UV lasers and sensors. An example is boron nitride (BN) which has a band
gap in the deep UV (~6eV). The photo absorption of BN is around its band gap
energy but its luminescent emission is shifted to lower energies due to the presence of
defect states within its structure. The characterisation of these defects states within
BN is therefore of critical importance for its future use within light emissive devices
[1, 2].

Carbon based organic molecules, considered as either polymers or small molecules
can be deposited in thin films for electronic applications. Polymers are materials made
up from long chains of repeating chemical units (monomers), whereas small
molecules are self contained monomeric structures. Optoelectronic organic molecules
1
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all exhibit similar conjugated bonding within their structure, resulting in delocalised
electron states through which radiative charge recombination can occur [3]. The
luminescent emission of organic molecules is therefore an intrinsic property of a
material rather than defect related as seen in many wide band gap semi-conductors [4,
5].

Semi-conducting organic molecules are an attractive alternative to inorganic materials
due to their favourable properties of mechanical flexibility, light weight, low toxicity
and intrinsic luminescence. Organics can form flexible thin films due to weakly
bound intermolecular structures unlike inorganic materials which are generally rigid
and brittle due to their crystalline structure. Organic materials are also easily
manufactured and processed, leading to low production costs when compared to
inorganic materials which require expensive production methods such as vacuum
growth and chemical etching. In particular the application of organic materials in light
emitting diodes (OLED) is of both scientific and commercial interest. Several of the
world’s largest electronics companies are investing heavily in OLED technologies
with some small displays already integrated into consumer goods. A typical OLED is
shown in figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1 –Schematic of a basic OLED structure reproduced from the literature [6].

2
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The electronic behaviour of materials can be investigated using surface science
techniques such as X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) and Photo-electron
spectroscopy (PES). These techniques probe the surface states (~5nm) of materials
using photo-electric interactions and require an ultra high vacuum (UHV)
measurement environment in order to preserve surface cleanliness and reduce photoelectron gas molecule collisions. The materials investigated using these techniques are
usually prepared in situ and as such many organic materials have not been studied
using surface science techniques due to difficulties of depositing within UHV and
irreversible degradation caused by preparation procedures. Polymers in particular are
volatile molecules which cannot survive UHV sublimation and are therefore usually
deposited ex situ. The surface states of organic thin films are also susceptible to
oxidation from exposure to atmosphere [7], therefore the deposition of these materials
directly into UHV is of critical importance.

There are many different techniques employed in the deposition of organic thin films
including spin coating [8], inkjet printing [9, 10], roll to roll printing and LangmuirBlodgett dip processing [11]. There are also techniques of plasma deposition [12] and
laser vapour deposition [13, 14] which can be used to produce thin films in clean gas
atmospheres. However there are two UHV deposition methods which have been
developed over the last decade, the first being Matrix Assisted Pulsed Laser
Evaporation (MAPLE) and the second Electrospray Deposition (ESD).

MAPLE is a novel polymer deposition technique developed by the Naval Research
Laboratories, Washington [15].

3
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Figure 1.2 – Schematic of the MAPLE process, reproduced from the literature [15].

The MAPLE process is diagrammatically represented in figure 1.2. A frozen target of
polymer/solvent solution is irradiated by a pulsed laser causing the solvent to
vaporise. The polymer molecules obtain sufficient kinetic energy through collisions
with the solvent to be transferred into the vapour phase. This evaporation of the target
creates a plume of polymer and solvent molecules from which films of polymer grow
on a target substrate in direct line of sight of the target matrix.
ESD is a deposition technique based upon electrospray mass spectroscopy (ES-MS)
methodology [16], developed into a deposition technique as depicted in figure 1.3.

4
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Figure 1.3 –Schematic of UHV electrospray deposition apparatus reproduced from the literature
[17].

This technique transfers ionised droplets of solute molecules from air into UHV via a
differentially pumped vacuum system, yielding a beam of molecules for deposition
onto substrates within UHV [18-21].
ESD was chosen as a suitable deposition technique as it could be easily integrated into
the existing systems of the Aberystwyth University Materials Research Group. The
ESD system built as part of this work is presented in Chapter 4 with a more detailed
explanation of the technique.

As explained the nature of luminescent emission from wide band gap semi-conductors
and organic thin films is markedly different, but its presence allows for similar
experimental techniques to be applied. This work will demonstrate how luminescence
detection methods can be used to probe the electronic structure of wide band gap

5
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semi-conductors and organic thin films. The thesis is presented in the following
manner; in Chapter 2 the theory of optically detected XAS and other experimental
techniques are introduced. Chapter 3 will present details of the experimental
instrumentation used within this study including an introduction to synchrotron
radiation and the relevant beamlines of the synchrotron radiation source, Daresbury.
Chapter 4 describes the ESD system built as part of this study including background
research, design considerations and commissioning tests. In Chapter 5 the boron
nitride results are presented following a detailed introduction to the materials.
Experimental investigations into the luminescent emission, band gap energies and
charge trapping dynamics are included. In Chapter 6 the results of investigations into
organic thin films are presented. Experimental investigations of photo-luminescence,
molecular orientation and regional growth of thin films of poly(tri-phenylamine) are
presented along with photo-luminescent and structural investigations of organic thin
films produced with the ESD system. Finally in Chapter 7 conclusions are made
regarding the results and possible future investigations are proposed.
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Chapter 2
Experimental Theory

In this chapter the theoretical considerations applicable to the experimental results are
introduced. The interaction of light with matter is the initial point from which the
concept of X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is introduced. Experimental XAS
methods are explored with the concept of luminescence detection explained. Finally
pump probe spectroscopy is considered in reference to the charge trapping dynamics
of semi-conducting materials.
The inter-atomic distribution of bonding electrons within solids dictate intrinsic
electronic, chemical, structural, optical and magnetic properties. Electrons exist in
discrete allowed energy states which can be derived from modification of the
Schrödinger equation. Probing of the electronic states can be achieved by photoelectric excitation with radiation wavelengths energetically comparable to the band
gap (UV/visible), intra-bonding levels (VUV) or core level (X-ray).

2.1 The interaction of light with matter

Quantum mechanical consideration of electron photo-excitation describes the
interaction of the incident radiation’s electric field component with an electron’s
momentum vector [1].
An electron system can be said to be in an initial ground state in the absence of
external forces. The ground state Hamiltonian V (r ) , can be solved explicitly and is

9
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considered a time-independent constant. However when photons are introduced the
system is subjected to a small time-dependent perturbation, Δ , whereby electrons can
become excited from an initial to a final state wavefunction. Thus the Hamiltonian
describing the system can be written as;

H

V (r ) Δ

(2.1)

The transition probability per unit time, Pif , of exciting an electron from an initial
state i to a final state f can be described by “Fermi’s 2nd Golden Rule” [1].

Pif

Where

f Δi

2


f Δi

2
f

(2.2)

(E)

represents the matrix element of the perturbation Hamiltonian

between the two states due to the incident photon and

f

(E ) represents the energy

density of the final state, which can be either normalised to a Dirac delta function of
the photo-electron kinetic energy for a continuum state or unit normalisation for a
bound state.
In the general case, the perturbation Hamiltonian can be expressed in the terms of the
incident photon vector field (A), the electron momentum operator (p), and the scaler
potential ( );

Δ

e
( A p p A) e
2mc

e2
( A A)
2mc 2

(2.3)
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The (A A) term which describes the photon-photon interaction is extremely small for
all experimental work conducted during this study and can be considered negligible.
By application of the Coulomb gauge, the scaler potential is a constant with time and
is therefore considered within the time independent term V (r ) .
By consideration of the momentum vector p

A p p A

i

the commutation,

2A p i(

A)

(2.4)

can be applied, the final term of which reduces to zero with translational invariance of
the vector field over the whole volume. Thus, the perturbation Hamiltonian can be
simplified to;

Δ

e
( A p)
mc

(2.5)

By substitution of equation 2.5 into 2.2 the transition probability becomes;

Pif

2 e2
m 2 c 2

f ( A p) i

2
f

(E)

(2.6)

The photon vector potential can be written in the form of a planer electromagnetic
wave of wave vector k, frequency ω and unit vector e;

A

eA0 cos(k x

t)

e

A0 i (k x
(e
2

t)

e

i (k x

t)

)

(2.7)
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The e

(k x

t)

term can be disregarded, as this would describe the emission of a photon

if the atom had a core hole. At photon energies <<10keV the dipole approximation
can be applied, where A can be considered constant as atomic separation is
significantly larger than the photon wavelength, thus only the first term in the
expansion of the exponential need be retained, e i (k x )

1 . Therefore the transition

probability can be finally expressed as equation 2.8.

Pif

e2
2
A0 f (e p) i
2 2
2m c

2
f

(E)

(2.8)

2.1.1 The X-ray absorption cross section

The X-ray absorption cross section (

x

) sums electron transition probabilities as a

function of incident radiation energy, defined as, the number of electrons excited per
unit time divided by the number of incident photons per unit time per unit area [2].

Pif
x

(2.9)

Fph

The photon flux F ph is given by the electromagnetic field energy flux divided by the
photon energy;

2

Fph

A0
8 c

(2.10)
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By combining the terms for electron transition probability and photon flux the X-ray
absorption cross section can be expressed in its final form;

x

4 2e2
m2c

f e pi

2
f

(E)

(2.11)

2.2 X-ray Absorption Spectroscopy (XAS)

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) explores the chemistry and structure of
materials by measuring X-ray absorption as a function of incident photon energy. The
fundamental dynamics of XAS are governed by the X-ray absorption cross section
(

x

), whereby measured X-ray absorption is the sum of

x

for all possible

transitions. Historically XAS techniques have concentrated upon the measurement of
induced photo-electron (surface sensitive) or X-ray fluorescent (bulk) emission.
However, optically detected XAS (OD-XAS) has shown potential as a
complementary technique, able to correlate differences in surface and bulk bonding.
OD-XAS measures the induced low energy luminescent intensity as a function of Xray excitation energy, linking light emission directly to its chemical origin [3-8].

The development of tuneable radiation sources such as synchrotrons (Chapter 3) has
led to XAS becoming a widely used and powerful research technique. At X-ray
photon energies below 100keV the dominant absorption process is the photo-electric
effect, where the complete absorption of a photon results in the emission of a photoelectron. The X-ray photo-electric absorption coefficient decreases proportionally
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with increasing photon energy. However, when the photon energy reaches the
ionisation of a core electron shell a marked increase in absorption occurs as depicted
in figure 2.1 (a).
This sharp jump, referred to as an absorption edge, indicates the opening of an
additional absorption channel within the material. Electrons are promoted from the
core shell to the lowest unoccupied electron state. The absorption edges of the L and
K shells are of the greatest importance as they have significant energy separation to be
resolved. For the work contained within this thesis only K-edge absorption was
studied. The K shell consists of only the 1s state and can therefore be considered as a
delta energy function in terms of density of states (DOS), thus the measurement of Xray absorption directly maps the density of bound states in the conduction band. The
absorption edge ionisation energies of atoms are element specific, therefore XAS
techniques can selectively probe atomic sites within a material.
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Figure 2.1 – a) Schematic representation of the X-ray absorption coefficient as a function of X-ray
excitation energy. Marked increases in absorption occur at the core state ionisation energies of the L
and K shell. b) Schematic of electron excitation at the L and K edges with reference to annotation of a).

On closer inspection an absorption edge has structure relating to atomic spacing and
chemical state. This leads to specialised XAS spectroscopic techniques as indicated in
figure 2.2, each concerned with separate regions of the absorption edge spectra.
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XANES
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EXAFS

Absorption

Pre-edge

X-ray Excitation Energy

Figure 2.2 – Detailed view of absorption edge features. Regions indicated with respect to XAS
spectroscopic techniques as detailed in the text.

2.2.1 XANES

X-ray Absorption Near Edge Structure (XANES) measures absorption across the
onset of the edge, the core to lowest unoccupied state transition, as depicted in figure
2.3. XANES establishes the energy at which the edge occurs comparing the pre-edge
and edge absorption.
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Figure 2.3 – Schematic representation of X-ray absorption (i) pre-edge (ii) at the K-edge.

Pre-edge absorption of X-rays results in the promotion of valence electrons to higher
conduction or continuum energy states. This is a non-resonant process with electrons
being excited from a high density of states (valence band) to a high density of states
(conduction band/ continuum), creating a general non-resonant absorption
background.
At the absorption edge energy, ionisation of the core state establishes a core to lowest
unoccupied state resonance, increasing absorption significantly from the pre-edge
condition.
The energy at which the absorption edge occurs contains important information about
the chemical state of the atoms within the material [9]. XANES is particularly
sensitive to bonding differences, being able to differentiate between π* and σ*
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resonances. Thus, XANES can and has been used to in differentiate between phase
differences in materials with identical chemical constituents [2, 10].

2.2.2 XAFS

X-ray Absorption Fine Structure (XAFS) analyses ripples in the post edge absorption
spectra. These ripples are due to interference between the outgoing photo-electron
waves and the back scattered waves from neighbouring atoms. The interference acts
to enhance (constructive) or diminish (destructive) the detectable absorption for a
given X-ray photon energy.
Near Edge XAFS (NEXAFS) applies to the region within 50eV of the absorption
edge onset and is attributed to localised atomic spacing. The region post 50eV is due
to long range delocalised order and is referred to as Extended XAFS (EXAFS).
XAFS effects are therefore absent from isolated atomic systems (gases) and become
more pronounced with increasing numbers of atomic neighbours about the absorption
site (solids).

2.3 Relaxation Events

X-ray photon absorption results in electron holes being created in the valence (preedge) or core (post-edge) states. In order for the atomic system to return to thermal
equilibrium, these vacant holes must relax through recombination with electrons in
higher energy states. There are three crucial processes involved in atomic relaxation
pertinent to XAS experimental techniques, which are diagrammatically represented in
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figures 2.4, 2.5 and 2.7. It is worth noting that a single photon absorption may give
rise to a cascade of relaxation events.

2.3.1 Fluorescent X-ray emission

Fluorescent X-ray emission is the simplest relaxation event, as depicted in figure 2.4.
A core hole is filled by an electron from a higher energy state, this recombination
results in the electron relinquishing its energy as a fluorescent X-ray.

Figure 2.4 – Schematic representation of fluorescent X-ray emission following core state X-ray
absorption. The shaded area indicates occupied states in the valence band. (i) X-ray absorption exciting electron from core 1s to conduction band state. (ii) X-ray emission from recombination of
electron in conduction state with 1s core hole.
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2.3.2 Auger electron emission

An electron recombines with a vacant core hole by dropping down from a higher
energy state. The energy relinquished by this first electron is transferred to a second
within the same atom which is then subsequently emitted. Auger electrons are
therefore of fixed kinetic energy regardless of the excitation X-ray energy.

Auger
emission
CB

(iii)

VB

X-ray
Excitation

1s
(i) (ii)

Figure 2.5 – Schematic representation of Auger electron emission due to core state X-ray absorption.
The shaded area indicates occupied states in the valence band. (i) X-ray absorption - exciting electron
from core 1s to conduction band state. (ii) Recombination of core hole with electron from occupied
state (iii) Energy released during (ii) transferred to second electron which is then subsequently emitted
from the sample.
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2.3.3 Charge transfer and luminescent emission

The mobility and lifetime of charge carriers dictates the physical distance from an
absorption site subsequent charge can propagate before recombining. The electron
and electron hole are charge carriers having negative and positive charge respectively.
Excited electrons move within the continuum and conduction states with kinetic
energy absorbed from the incident X-rays. An electron’s mobility within a material is
governed by the inelastic mean free path, which statistically describes the physical
distance an electron can travel before being inelastically scattered, figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6 – The experimental inelastic mean free path of electrons in Angstroms [11].

The electron energy dissipation causes a cascade of electrons from higher states filling
holes to restore thermal equilibrium. The cascade of electrons results in electrons and
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holes populating the lowest conduction and highest valence states respectively, either
side of the band gap. Electrons recombine with holes across the band gap emitting the
associated energy for the separation between states.
Optical luminescence (OL) is the emission of low energy photons (UV/VIS/IR) due to
the recombination of electrons across optical transitions within the band gap.
Materials can contain numerous optical transitions which contribute to a total yield
luminescent signal, many of which are due to defect states [12]. Luminescent
emission can be wavelength analysed at fixed excitation energy to resolve between
separate optical transitions. Lasers are often used as excitation sources for most
materials, however for wide band gap materials such as BN (~6eV) fixed energy Xrays are utilised in a technique known as X-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL)
[3-5, 13, 14].
a)

b)
I

BG

λ
Optical Luminescence

Figure 2.7 – a) Schematic representation of defect related luminescent emission from optical
transitions within the band gap. b) A representation of a typical wavelength resolved OL emission
intensity graph (colour indication of wavelength).
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2.4 Thermal quenching of OL

Thermal increase has a quenching effect upon the luminescent intensity of crystalline
solids. This is due to non-radiative decay transitions becoming active as temperature
increases (phonons). In order to derive the thermal relationship between radiative and
non-radiative luminescent yield, it is necessary to define a simple two level
luminescent electron decay system, with a higher energy excited state and lower
energy ground state [15]. The rate of change in population of the higher energy state
can be described as

dN2
;
dt

dN 2
dt

N2

G

N2

radiative

(2.12)

non radiative

Where N 2 is the population of the upper state (proportional to the intensity of
luminescence) and G is the rate of excitation. The recombination relaxation times of
radiative and non-radiative luminescent decay are denoted by
respectively. If G and

radiative

radiative

and

non radiative

are independent of temperature it can be assumed that

they remain constant. Therefore the temperature dependence of luminescent emission
is dependent upon

non radiative

, which decreases with temperature rise (2.13).

1

Ae

EA
k BT

(2.13)

non radiative
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Where A is the rate of non-radiative decay due to temperature and E A is the
minimum activation energy. The thermal quenching relationship can be attained by
substituting equation (2.13) into equation (2.12) and solving for the steady state
condition where

dN 2
dt

0 , this results in equation (2.14)

I0

Intensity : I

1 Be
Where I 0

G.

radiative

and B is the ratio of

(2.14)

EA
k BT

radiative

to

non radiative

Lowering the temperature of a crystal removes thermal energy from the system thus
reducing the effect of non-radiative transitions. At temperatures about absolute zero
electrons are more likely to recombine via luminescent rather than non-radiative
channels. Therefore in order to maximise luminescent intensity, experiments are
conducted with samples cryogenically cooled to ~10K. The minimum activation
energy E A can be measured experimentally by monitoring the luminescent emission
intensity as a function of sample temperature.

2.5 Methods of XAS detection

Having explained the key principles of XAS, detection of the X-ray absorption will
now be considered.
For transparent materials, absorption can be directly measured by detection of the
incident X-rays through the material itself. However for fully absorbing materials,
such as those considered in this study, absorption is measured indirectly as a function
of secondary emission due to relaxation processes, either photo-electron (Auger and
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general photo-electron emission), fluorescent X-ray emission or luminescent
emission.
Photo-electron detection is achieved either by placing a retarding voltage detector
facing the sample (partial yield) or measuring the drain current as electrons are
emitted from the surface (total yield). Fluorescent emission detectors are placed in
front of the sample in the same manner as partial yield electron detectors. Both
electron and fluorescent X-ray collection are well established experimental
techniques, however that of luminescent emission is still very much in its infancy.
The detection of luminescent emission is in principle as straight forward as that of
fluorescence but the response at the absorption edge needs further explanation.

2.6 OD-XAS

Optically detected XAS (OD-XAS) is a specialised technique which records the
absorption of the incident X-ray flux as a function of luminescent emission [4, 5, 13,
14, 16, 17]. OD-XAS probes the chemical origin of optical emission by measuring the
luminescent yield whilst irradiating at absorption edge energies. A qualitative
explanation of the underlying physics governing OD-XAS is presented, although it is
worth noting there have been theoretical discussions of the technique [4, 18, 19].
In order to explain the concept of OD-XAS we must again consider an atomic system
pre-edge and at the absorption edge energy, but this time concentrate upon the
luminescent response, figure 2.8.
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X-ray
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Figure 2.8 – Schematic representation of total luminescent yield in a thick sample due to X-ray
absorption a) pre-edge non-resonant and b) at absorption edge resonance. The X-ray penetration
depth is indicated by the shaded area. The sum of the luminescent centres is shown as a series of defect
states which exist within the band gap.

Pre-edge - electrons are being excited from valence to conduction/continuum states
throughout the X-ray sampling depth, delocalised to the atomic centres. Electrons are
effectively being pumped into the conduction band populating the upper band gap due
to the subsequent electron cascade. Assuming luminescent centres exist within the
band gap, luminescent emission will occur as electrons recombine via these channels.
This process creates a background non-resonant luminescent signal for the entire
system which linearly increases with X-ray excitation energy [20].
At the absorption edge – resonant localised electron excitation occurs between the
core 1s and the lowest conduction state, creating a dominant transport channel at the
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atomic absorption centres. This causes a measurable jump in the luminescent response
which can be positive or negative with respect to the non-resonant background.

2.6.1 OD-XAS luminescent response

There are several factors which affect the response of the luminescent emission at the
absorption edge which include charge mobility, sample thickness and localised
chemical environment.

2.6.1.1 Charge mobility and chemical environment effects

Low temperature conditions create a ground state system in which all states below the
Fermi level are filled and all those above vacant. When a core state absorption occurs,
a cloud of charge is created due to the creation of a highly energetic core hole. Charge
propagates radially from the site of absorption with a maxima proportional to the
sample temperature [20]. The charge cloud’s physical size is greatly reduced at lower
temperatures due to reduced phonon contribution, therefore core absorption is
localised to the atomic centres. Only if this charge cloud reaches a luminescent centre
will a photon result from a core absorption event. This effect has been experimentally
verified by monitoring the luminescent yield with temperature of separate emission
bands in high purity quartz (SiO2) [8]. Observations of positive absorption edge jumps
becoming negative with reduced sample temperature have also been witnessed [8, 18,
21].
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2.6.1.2 Sample thickness effects

The background non-resonant signal is proportional to the amount of material being
irradiated [18, 19]. Therefore a thicker sample in which all the incident radiation is
absorbed will have a greater background signal than one of the same material with a
thickness smaller than the X-ray penetration depth.
For the case of a thick sample, the effective penetration depth reduces significantly at
the absorption edge energy as the incident X-ray energy is scanned [22]. This
decreases the total volume in which all the X-ray flux is absorbed, thus reducing the
non-resonant background signal causing a negative jump in luminescence at the edge
[18, 19].
For the case of a thin sample (of thickness less than the penetration depth at the edge)
the X-ray penetration depth remains constant. With a reduced thickness the
background non-resonant signal is relatively small, therefore at the absorption edge
energy an increase in luminescent yield results in a positive jump relative to the
background [4].
The depth from which a luminescent photon can be emitted is dependent upon self
absorption within the material. The effect of self absorption acts to enhance the
sample thickness dependence of the absorption edge jump. This is due to the
probability of self absorption being proportional to the amount of material through
which the luminescent photon must travel. Therefore, a luminescent photon has a
greater probability of being emitted and subsequently detected from a thin sample
than one from deep within a thick sample [23]
Experimental studies of sample thickness effects upon OD-XAS have been reported,
with signals being shown to be both positive and negative for the same materials. It is
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important to note that localised luminescent yield generally increases at the absorption
edge but sample thickness is the prominent factor which dictates the type of edge
jump observed.

2.6.2 Partial Yield OD-XAS

In order to investigate the chemical origin of specific luminescent bands, as per
XEOL, partial yield OD-XAS can be employed [20, 24-26]. Monochromators can be
used to selectively filter the OD-XAS signal at specific wavelengths creating a partial
yield spectrum. Correlation of the XEOL emission to the PY OD-XAS directly links
luminescent emission to its chemical origin. Studies have been conducted using this
method to evaluate bonding differences between bulk and surface states in mixed
phase materials [10, 20].

2.7 Pump Probe Spectroscopy

Pump probe spectroscopy (PP) is a common technique for the investigation of
transient charge trapping dynamics in semi-conducting materials [27]. Two fixed
energy photon excitation sources are utilised, one as a pump and the other a probe.
The pump source excites electrons across the band gap inducing non-resonant
luminescence (XEOL). The probe source (of energy less than the band gap) is applied
in conjunction with the pump and the effect upon the XEOL measured. Measurements
are made cyclically by controllably pulsing the probe source whilst continually
irradiating with the pump, an annotated example of a typical PP scan is shown in
figure 2.9.
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Pump and Probe

Pump-only

I0,XEOL
I0PP

OSL

Recovery

Figure 2.9 – Annotated pump probe scan showing regions of pump probe and pump-only interactions.

Generally lasers are used for both excitation sources. However, for wide band gap
materials pump sources must have sufficient energy to excite between the valence and
conduction/continuum states, therefore higher energy sources must be implemented
(e.g. synchrotron radiation or Deutrium lamp).
In reference to figure 2.9, there is a clear distinction between the pump probe and
pump-only regions, both of which must be considered separately.
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Figure 2.10 – Schematic representation of the pump probe processes as referred to in the text.

For the case of the pump probe condition, the probe can have two effects upon the
system as depicted in figure 2.10. The first labelled as laser probe 1 resonates with
deep lying electron traps removing their charge into the conduction band and
effectively blocking the trap from becoming populated while the probe is active. This
causes an initial burst of optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) at the
commencement of the laser probe being switched on, which then decays rapidly as the
trap becomes depleted of charge. These deep lying states are often referred to as OSL
traps, being non-radiative they also have populations proportional to the amount of
radiation received by a sample and can be used as a method of material dating [28].
The second interaction, labelled as laser probe 2, excites electrons from the valence
band into defect states within the band gap. If the defect is an acceptor centre for
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luminescent recombination the annihilation of holes reduces the quantum yield of the
centre and thus quenches the luminescence.
As shown in figure 2.9, the pump probe signal evolves from initial probe
commencement to a steady state equilibrium (I0PP). The position of I0PP in respect to
the pump-only equilibrium (I0,XEOL) can be either enhanced or quenched dependent
upon which interactions are present. Thus, if a system has only OSL electron trapping
defects the pump and probe signal will display an initial luminescent enhancement
and decay to an I0PP above that of I0,XEOL, due to there being more charge available to
luminescent recombination. If the system has only luminescent acceptor defects a
quenching of the signal would occur with no observable initial enhancement, as the
luminescent yield of the centre diminishes. However, if the system has both OSL
electron trapping states and acceptor defects with which the probe interacts, the pump
probe signal will be a superposition of the two outcomes, displaying an initial
luminescent enhancement which will decay to an I0PP below that of I0,XEOL.
For the case of the pump-only region the signal recovers from the pump probe
interaction back to I0,XEOL. The recovery is not instantaneous, attributed to the refilling
of the electron traps over time. At the point of laser probe switch off a transient can be
identified as the XEOL signal quenches from that of I0PP. This initial quenching
effect is due to the electron traps suddenly becoming active and removing charge
from the luminescent recombination. From this starting point the pump-only XEOL
signal recovers to I0,XEOL as the traps become fully occupied again.
Further discussion upon these charge trapping dynamics are included with reference
to the materials studied as part of this thesis in chapter 5.
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Chapter 3
Instrumentation

This chapter introduces the experimental apparatus and modes of operation used to
collect the data presented in this thesis. Each piece of apparatus is presented
individually with key operational parameters explained in detail. Firstly section 3.1
introduces photon excitation sources, including lasers and synchrotron radiation (SR).
Section 3.2 concerns detection of luminescent emission describing the two
synchrotron beamline end stations used, MoLES and CLASSIX1. Finally, in section
3.3, Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is introduced. AFM was used to investigate the
surface morphology of materials deposited by ESD (Chapters 4 and 6).

3.1 Photon excitation sources

Photon excitation sources can be either of tuneable or fixed energy, both of which
were employed within this thesis. The brightest and most versatile sources are
synchrotrons which produce tuneable radiation used to conduct both static energy
(XEOL) and scanning energy experiments (XAS). Fixed energy sources on the other
hand, such as lasers, can only be used to conduct static energy experiments (OL).
Lasers are generally simple devices which produce monochromatic emission at
narrow bandwidths. Based on a stimulated lasing material (gaseous or solid state)
most lasers rely upon enhancement within a cavity to produce a bright directional and
coherent beam of light. The lasers used to produce the PL results contained within this
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thesis were all solid state laboratory sources as described within the relevant
experimental sections, with the exception of the quasi-tuneable source used to conduct
the pump probe experiments (Chapter 5).

3.1.1 Synchrotron Radiation Source (SRS)

Synchrotrons are used as photon excitation sources for a myriad of experimental
techniques. For surface science applications synchrotron radiation (SR) has some
major advantages over laboratory excitation sources, which are generally of fixed
energy. SR is extremely bright (high flux density) yielding coherent plane polarised
“white light” radiation, as shown in figure 3.1.

Figure 3.1 – Representation of SR within the electromagnetic spectrum, Blue region indcates
wavelengths used in this study (VUV-soft X-ray)
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White light SR is produced by manipulating charged particles at close to the speed of
light. When the path of a relativistic charged particle is changed it causes in a change
of acceleration which results in the emission of electromagnetic radiation. For the
case of a relativistic particle travelling in a circular trajectory the acceleration is
centripetal, directed towards the centre of the orbit and the radiation is emitted at a
tangent to its path. The maximum energy of the radiation is dependent upon the
velocity of the particle; hence SR is described as “white” being from the infrared to
hard X-ray.
In a synchrotron storage ring relativistic electrons are maintained in a circular orbit
from which the emitted SR produced as a continuous distribution of electromagnetic
radiation, polarised in the plane of the orbit.

Figure 3.2 – Schematic representation of a synchrotron radiation source, analogous to the SRS,
Daresbury [1]
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3.1.1.1 SRS Daresbury

The SRS Daresbury is an electron based 2nd generation synchrotron, analogous to that
shown in figure 3.2. The operation of a synchrotron can be regarded as a three stage
process. A linear accelerator (LINAC) initially accelerates electrons to 12MeV before
injecting them into the booster synchrotron ring. Within the booster ring electrons are
accelerated further by radio frequency (RF) and maintained in a circulatory orbit by
bending magnets. Electrons of 600MeV are fed in bunches from the booster into the
main synchrotron storage ring and further accelerated to 2GeV in synchronisation
with the maintaining RF. When the synchrotron is operating in “multi-bunch” mode
one hundred and sixty bunches of electrons are each separated by 2ns within the
storage ring. The path of the electrons within the storage ring is controlled by bending
magnets; these create a polygonal path due to the magnets being separated by
straights. At points of beam path directional change SR is produced tangentially,
polarised in the plane of the orbit.
Insertion devices (undulators and wigglers) are used to produce SR in the straight
sections of the storage ring. Both employ multiple magnets with alternate polarity (in
the direction of the electron path) to cause the electrons to oscillate as they pass
through. The oscillatory path of the electrons increases the total SR flux from that
produced at a dipole bending magnet, with each oscillation and subsequent change in
acceleration superimposing SR to the total device yield. The power of SR is
proportional to the magnetic field experienced by the electrons. Insertion devices have
a magnetic field of greater magnitude (5-6T) than that of bending magnets (1.2T) [2,
3], thus the cut-off photon energy and flux is significantly higher than that produced
at the bending magnets.
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The entire storage ring is kept under UHV to minimise energetic losses due to
collisions. However losses do occur and the electron beam current degrades with time,
usually dropping sufficiently to necessitate refilling every 24 hours. New 3rd
generation synchrotrons (e.g. Diamond Light Source at Oxford, UK) have overcome
this issue by continually injecting into the storage ring to achieve a continuous stable
beam.
At bending magnets and insertion devices SR is passed through the storage ring wall
and delivered to experimental end stations by beamlines. Soft X-ray (under 2000eV)
beamlines manipulate white radiation with focussing optics and Bragg style
diffraction gratings to deliver tuneable monochromatic photons to experiments.
Beamlines are optimised to deliver photons within specific ranges of energy.

3.1.1.2 Beamlines 3.2 and MPW6.1

Two beam lines at the SRS Daresbury were used during this study, namely beamline
3.2 and MPW6.1 which are discussed individually below.

Figure 3.3– Schematic representation of beamline 3.2 reproduced from [4]
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Beamline 3.2 has a relatively basic orientation, as depicted in figure 3.3. Situated at a
dipole bending magnet, the beam is focused using mirrors through a monochromator
that selectively filters the SR to deliver VUV radiation in the energy range 4 - 41eV
(300-30nm) to the sample. Beamline 3.2 was used to study the band gap energies of
boron nitride samples as part of this thesis (section 5.4.2).
Beamline MPW6.1 is located upon a multi pole wiggler (MPW), specifically designed
to accommodate a range of end chambers in the XUV energy range 40 - 450eV (312.75nm).

Figure 3.4 – Schematic representation of beamline MPW6.1 reproduced from [4]

The orientation of MPW6.1, as shown in figure 3.4, is more complex than that of
beamline 3.2 due to the enhanced SR flux of the wiggler (ten times that of a bending
magnet) and increased distance from the storage ring. The beam is again selectively
filtered using a monochromator, although in this case the geometry requires additional
focussing mirrors and entrance and exit slits to deliver a focused beam of small cross
section to the sample. Additionally integrated baffles can be used to shape the beam at
the sample which is of importance for spatially resolved techniques. Beamline
MPW6.1 was employed to conduct the XEOL and NEXAFS experiments contained
within this thesis using mobile end stations as described below.
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It is worth noting that for the work contained within this thesis, SR was used in the
energy range 4-450eV; mostly in UV, VUV and XUV regions rather than X-ray.

3.2 Luminescent detection

Detection of luminescent emission is not trivial due to low signal intensities and the
presence of erroneous background. Luminescence experiments therefore require
specialised apparatus in order to attain meaningful results. Two specifically designed
luminescence detection chambers were used during this study, MoLES and
CLASSIX1, both of which are discussed in greater detail in the following section.

3.2.1 Introduction to MoLES

Mobile Luminescence End Station (MoLES) [5] is a designated chamber for the
detection of volume-integrated luminescence, as depicted in figure 3.5. Designed as a
synchrotron beamline chamber MoLES can also be used offline with laboratory
excitation sources such as lasers and X-ray sources.
Briefly, MoLES consists of a spherical UHV chamber into which a cryogenically
cooled cold finger sample stage and focussing optics are integrated. Several optical
ports are orientated towards the sample stage to allow for detection from and
interaction with the sample. Detection of luminescence is made by two external
photomultiplier tubes (PMT) (Hamamatsu). The first, positioned directly onto the
chamber can be used to collect OD-XAS signal. The second records wavelength
selective emission through a monochromator (Jobin-Yvon), recording XEOL and OL.
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Figure 3.5 - Schematic of MoLES reproduced from the literature, showing geometry pertinent to its
operation [5].

3.2.1.1 Sample manipulation and cooling

An adiabatic helium cryostat cools the copper cold finger (8-330K) on a partially
recirculated system, all of which is driven on a linear drive perpendicular to the
excitation beam, in such a way as to allow several samples to be loaded in a single
experimental run.
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3.2.1.2 The monochromator

The monochromator (190 Triax, Jobin-Yvon) (200-1000nm) is positioned on the
uppermost central port, through which the luminescent emission is focused. Three
Bragg type diffraction gratings are located within the monochromator which can be
individually selected for optimal response at the wavelength range desired. The
nominal optical resolution of the monochromator is dependent upon its entrance slit
size (3nm resolution per 1mm slit size), which can be optimised for luminescent
transmission. Detection is made via a PMT on the exit slits of the monochromator.
Several PMTs are available to MoLES which are selected for optical response in the
spectral range desired.

3.2.1.3 Computer control

MoLES is remotely controlled via a custom LabVIEW interface through which the
scan data and parameters can be collected and nominated. Parameters include
excitation energy (SRS beamline), monochromator wavelength, data collection
frequency, grating and entrance slit size.

3.2.1.4 Experimental procedure

MoLES can be used to perform static energy and scanning energy experiments; the
key operational considerations of both are described in the following section.
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3.2.1.4.1 XEOL and OL

To conduct a XEOL experiment, a fixed excitation energy must be selected (usually
just below the absorption edge) in order to maximise luminescent emission. For OL
experiments a laser is used with an excitation energy greater than the band gap of the
sample. The monochromator is then scanned over a nominated range between 2001000nm with the appropriate grating in place, as specified by the user. Data is
collected as emission intensity against wavelength.

3.2.1.4.2 OD-XAS

OD-XAS experiments are conducted using a PMT to record the luminescent yield as a
function of the incident SR excitation energy. The PMT positioned directly onto the
chamber is used to collect data in either total luminescent yield (TLY) or when
filtered partial luminescent yield (PLY). It is also noted that PLY OD-XAS can also
be collected through the monochromator whilst it is set to idle at a particular emission
wavelength. However this can only be implemented for highly luminescent samples
due to the reduction in signal intensity due to passage through the monochromator.
Subsequent data is collected as luminescent intensity against excitation energy.

MoLES can also accommodate additional laser sources in order to conduct
synchrotron based pump probe (PP) experiments [6, 7].
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3.2.2 Introduction to CLASSIX1

Chemistry, Luminescence And Structure of Surface by mirco-Imaging X-ray
absorption, CLASSIX1 [8, 9], is a synchrotron end station chamber used to study
spatially resolved optical luminescence, as shown in figure 3.6. CLASSIX1 exploits
the fact that luminescent emission is in the UV/VIS/IR region of the spectrum,
utilising standard optics to image samples in emission.
Briefly, the instrument consists of a small UHV chamber into which a cryogenically
cooled cold finger sample stage is mounted. Windows onto the chamber allow for
excitation and luminescent detection. 2D luminescent imagery is collected by a CCD
through external focusing optics and a purpose built filter wheel. Each component of
the machine is discussed in greater detail below.

Figure 3.6 - Schematic representation of CLASSIX1 reproduced from the literature [9].
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3.2.2.1 Cryostat and sample manipulation

Samples are held within CLASSIX1 upon a copper cold finger cooled in the range 30300K by an integrated cryostat (ARES technology). The cryostat is operated through
an external pump on a continuous liquid helium flow in order to minimise vibration to
the sample. SR enters CLASSIX1 through a radial port impinging upon the sample
which held at 19o to the horizontal. The luminescence detection is made perpendicular
to the sample. This geometry ensures only emitted light is collected and any reflected
light is omitted. UHV bellows allow the entire cryostat to be remotely manipulated
within chamber, such that a sample can be spatially probed.

3.2.2.2 System optics

CLASSIX1 utilises commercially available optics to focus and filter luminescent
emission prior to its detection by the CCD. The optical system consists of a UHV
sapphire window, focusing objectives and a filter wheel, each of which are described
individually.
The sapphire window is recessed within the chamber such that the sample is only
5mm from its surface. This orientation allows for maximum transmission and
focussing of the objectives within the recess.
The focusing objectives are interchangeable and are held upon a turret on which four
can be accommodated at any one time. There are five objectives available to
CLASSIX1 at present which differ in their transmission and focussing power, as
summarised in table 3.1. The x2, x10 and x50 objectives are of visible and IR
transmission (380-1000nm), whereas those of x20 and x80 have increased sensitivity
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in the UV (200-1000nm). This leads to the distinction between two groups of
objectives, with those of x2, x10 and x50 being referred to as visible and those of x20
and x80 as UV.

Magnification

Transmission

Working

Depth of field

CCD pixel

(nm)

distance (mm)

(μm)

resolution
(μm2)

x2

380-1000

34

91

7.8

x10

380-1000

33.5

3.5

1.6

x50

380-1000

13

0.9

0.3

x20

200-1000

15

2.1

0.8

x80

200-1000

10

0.9

0.2

Table 3.1 – Summary of CLASSIX1 objectives

The filter wheel, situated above the objectives accommodates up to 107 individual
25mm diameter circular filters. These are arranged in sequential groups of type
including narrowband (10nm), broadband (50nm), interference and long pass.
However any filter can be fitted within the wheel for specific requirements.
Luminescence is detected by either a charge coupled device, CCD, (yielding microimagery) or PMT with selection between the two made by a flip mirror above the
filter wheel.
The CCD detector (Andor Technology iXon DV887) is made up of a 512x512 pixel
array of area 8mm2. This yields a sample detection area of between 4mm2 and 0.1mm2
for the x2 and x80 objectives respectively. It is electronically cooled during operation
to improve the sensitivity, able to detect a single photon in the region 200-1000nm
with a 10MHz refresh rate.
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3.2.2.3 Computer control and experimental procedure

CLASSIX1 is remotely controlled with a LabVIEW interface through which all
scanning parameters are selected and the data collected.
CLASSIX1 is capable of conducting spatially resolved OD-XAS and XEOL
experiments. In all cases an objective must be selected and focused to achieve the best
resolution and depth of field prior to experimental commencement.

3.2.2.4 XEOL

In order to carry out a XEOL experiment the beamline excitation energy is fixed to
give a strong luminescent yield (usually below the absorption edge energy). A series
of filters are selected to give the desired transmission and resolution (for example a
narrowband filter).
During the scan the filter wheel moves to each filter in turn within the selected series
and records images of the sample in partial luminescent yield. Once the scan has
finished data is presented as a graph of volume-integrated luminescent signal against
emission wavelength. Each point is represented by an image of the sample in partial
luminescent yield, thus this data illustrates lateral differences in luminescent emission
across a sample.
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3.2.2.5 OD-XAS

To conduct an OD-XAS experiment either no filter (total yield) or a specific filter
(partial yield) must be selected which will remain in place for the duration of the
experiment. The beamline is scanned across an absorption edge within an energy
range and resolution selected by the user. CLASSIX1 records an image at each energy
step within the range and displays the result as a graph of volume-integrated
luminescence against excitation energy.

3.2.2.6 Data processing

For all CLASSIX1 experiments the luminescence signal is volume-integrated over the
whole image but can be selectively filtered to yield data from specific regions. This
creates spatially resolved XEOL and OD-XAS results, from which it is possible to
compare regions of the sample within a single scan [9].
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3.3 Atomic force microscopy

Optical microscopic techniques are limited in resolution by the wavelength of visible
light (350-750nm), therefore in order to visualise surfaces on an atomic scale (0.1nm)
different microscopy techniques must be employed.
Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is an extremely versatile microscopic technique able
to measure the topography of surfaces on an atomic scale in varied environments
including UHV, atmospheric, clean gas and liquid.
The first AFM was developed by Binnig et al in the 1980’s as an alternative to
existing scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) methods [10]. AFM utilises the
electrostatic forces between a chemically sharpened cantilever and the atoms of a
sample’s surface. The force is either attractive or repulsive depending upon the
proximity of the cantilever tip to the surface as illustrated in figure 3.7.

Figure 3.7 - The dependence of attractive and repulsive atomic forces with distance and the
associated AFM mode.
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The basic operational considerations are illustrated in figure 3.8. A laser focused upon
the back of the cantilever is used to measure its deflection as it interacts with the
sample surface. The laser signal, reflected from the cantilever, is focused upon a CCD
which measures its deflection from a set point in two dimensions.
The sample surface is scanned beneath the cantilever whilst maintaining a constant tip
to surface distance. This is achieved by means of a feedback loop, which controls the
z-scanner onto which the cantilever is mounted.

Laser

CCD
Feedback loop

Focusing mirror

Cantilever
Sample

Z Scanner

X-Y Scanner

Figure 3.8 - Schematic representing the operation of the PSIA-100 AFM.

The machine used in this thesis, PSIA XE-100, utilises a combination of sample and
cantilever control, as depicted in figure 3.8 [11]. The sample is manipulated in the
horizontal plane (x,y) beneath the cantilever by piezo-electric motors. The vertical
cantilever control, z scanner, is mounted in the probe head and controls the height of
the cantilever in relation to the sample surface. This orientation of sample
manipulation reduces the data processing required to produce a flat image when
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compared to three dimensional sample manipulation, allowing for fast scanning
without loss of resolution.

The PSIA XE-100 can operate in three discrete modes, contact (C-AFM), non-contact
(NC-AFM) and dynamic force (DF-AFM). The best mode of operation is largely
dependent upon the physical properties of a sample and generally chosen in order to
acquire the greatest resolution. Contact and dynamic force modes are suited to harder
materials where the cantilever cannot damage or be damaged by the sample. Noncontact as its name suggests does not physically touch the sample surface, thus is
suited to analysis of softer materials. Cantilevers are chemically sharpened in order to
acquire a sharp tip a few atoms wide, this allows for extremely high resolution on the
atomic scale in some cases.

3.3.1 Contact AFM (C-AFM)

C-AFM describes the method of physically drawing a cantilever across a surface, the
tip held at repulsive proximity under a small (1-10nN) pressure. Therefore C-AFM
cantilevers are relatively stiff with small spring constants (0.1-3Nm-1). The laser
position at the CCD is kept constant as the z-scanner compensates by means of a
feedback loop. The topographic measurement at each point is made by reference to
the z-scanner position. C-AFM can only be used in cases where the cantilever will not
damage the sample surface and therefore lends itself to the measurement of hard
samples.
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3.3.2 Non-Contact AFM (NC-AFM)

In non-contact mode the cantilever is forcibly oscillated a small fraction above its
natural frequency. As the tip is bought towards the surface the attractive van der waals
forces affect the phase and amplitude of oscillation, effectively increasing the
cantilever spring constant. The phase and amplitude of the oscillations are monitored
by the CCD. The AFM continually maintains the oscillatory amplitude by maintaining
a constant tip sample distance. Information of sample topography is again measured
with reference the z-scanner as it adjusts the tip sample distance whilst scanning the
surface.

3.3.3 Dynamic Force AFM (DF-AFM)

Dynamic force mode is similar to NC-AFM in that the cantilever is forcibly
oscillated, but unlike NC-AFM the cantilever is driven at a frequency just below
resonance. This creates a situation whereby the cantilever amplitude is increased by
the attractive van der waals forces as it approaches the surface. The tip is then
controllably tapped on the surface. The tip is then retracted before re-approaching at
the next point in the scan. Therefore the sample tip distance is constantly changing
unlike in contact and non-contact modes. The topography is attained by measuring the
tip amplitude under the repulsion of the surface, also by simultaneously measuring the
phase the surface elasticity can be acquired. This is a very useful technique when
examining samples with rough topography or irregular features which can damage
tips in other modes of operation.
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Chapter 4
Electrospray Deposition

This chapter introduces the electrospray process and its application as a scientific
deposition method. It will then describe the design and manufacture of the
Aberystwyth electrospray deposition system (ESD), highlighting the key parameters
involved in each stage of the build process.

4.1 Electrospray Ionisation (ESI)

Electrospray ionisation describes the fission of liquid droplets under the influence of
electrical pressure. Two systems generate the conditions of electrospray; droplets can
either have their own charge such as those passing through a high voltage capillary or
be acted on by an external field. For the purposes of this thesis only the former will be
considered although the dynamics of droplet behaviour between the two systems is
similar.

4.1.1 History

The term electrospray (ES) was not coined until the 1960’s but the first known reports
of the phenomena date back to the mid 18th century. Letters written by French
clergyman and scientist Abbe Nollet to fellow academics at the royal academy of
sciences, described the altered dynamics of liquid flow from electrified vessels [1].
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Nollet’s observations included descriptions of spray from electrified capillary tubes
being accelerated and ray like. He also noted that for a small bore capillary,
electrifying the tube enabled spray which could not occur under pressure alone.
Lord Rayleigh was the first to postulate a theory for the break up of a charged droplet
in his ground breaking 1882 theoretical paper [2]. Rayleigh’s theory introduced a
relationship between the electrostatic charge q, droplet radius D, surface tension γ and
the permittivity of air ε0 (equation 4.1).

q 2  8 2 0D 3

(4.1)

This simple relationship described the maximum possible charge (Rayleigh limit) a
droplet of given size and surface tension could support. At or above the Rayleigh limit
a spherical droplet was shown to restore equilibrium by ejecting mass. Jet emission
was shown to occur at the polar regions of a prolate spheroid, thus the shape of the
droplet was modified. This was an extremely important development, as quantitative
research of ES was now made possible.
In the early 20th century an understanding of electrical storms drove research interest
into ES, with scientists attempting to describe the behaviour of water droplets being
acted on by external electrical fields.
In 1917 Zeleny et al [3], experimentally demonstrated the emission jet and subsequent
plume formed by glycerol and water droplets issuing from high voltage capillary tube
terminations. By measuring the potential at which the droplet became unstable, this
work calculated an experimental criterion of stability.
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Rigorous experimental work by Wilson and Taylor in 1925 [4] demonstrated the same
field dependent phenomena with soap bubbles held over tubes and by Macky in 1931
[5] with isolated water droplets in external fields.
Research up to this point had taken Rayleigh’s postulate of droplet deformation to be
correct, assuming that the spherical droplet changed to a spheroid shape when the
emission jet formed.
However in 1964, G. Taylor published his theory of the ES phenomena [6, 7].
Taylor’s work demonstrated that the shape of the droplet about the emission jet was
better described by a cone (Taylor cone) rather than a spheroid. This was clearly
substantiated by experimentation, indicating the Taylor cone’s theoretical angle
(49.3o) to be correct. Although not fully understood, rapid development of
commercial ES painting and plating techniques ensued, reports on which were
published [8, 9] and by the middle of the 20th century ES was an accepted industrial
deposition method but had yet to find a scientific application.
In 1968 Dole et al pioneered a basic mass spectrometry technique, electrospraying
polystyrene/solvent solutions, introducing polystyrene ions into vacuum for analysis
[10]. A series of differentially pumped stages separated by skimmer apertures
achieved a vacuum gradient through which the ES droplet plume could propagate.
This was the first attempt to introduce ES ions into vacuum and displayed its potential
as a scientifically important process.
However it was not until 21 years later in 1989 that Fenn and his co-workers
developed Dole’s original concept into a scientific technique; electrospray ionisation
mass spectrometry (ES-MS), for which Fenn received the Nobel prize in 2002 [1114]. Today ES-MS is a widely used research technique yielding many thousands of
publications over the past 20 years, however ES has not been developed as a
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deposition technique and is largely unknown to the surface science community. The
recent increased interest in large delicate molecules as semi-conducting materials has
necessitated the need for methods of non-destructive UHV deposition. The process of
controllably delivering molecules into vacuum via ES is the principle on which the
electrospray deposition system (ESD) was designed.

4.1.2 The Electrospray Process

The ES phenomena has been the subject of many theoretical studies with complex
dynamics having been modelled extensively [13-21]. However for the purposes of this
study a qualitative explanation is given, as the ES process is implemented rather than
being studied.
Continuous inline ES is essential for its implementation as a deposition method. This
is achieved by creating a steady-state process at the termination of a high voltage
capillary, through which a constant flow of molecule/solvent solution is passed.
At the capillary termination the solution is ionised and drawn out into a symmetrical
Taylor cone, from which an emission jet issues at the apex. The dynamics within the
emission jet are complex; solution surface tension is overcome by the charge
(repulsive force) breaking up the solution into a plume of charged droplets in an event
referred to as Coulombic fission. Detailed photographic studies of the charge induced
fission of ES droplets have been conducted by Gomez and Tang [19].
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Figure 4.1 – Diagram of the ES process. The high voltage at the emitter tip ionises the solution
drawing it out into a Taylor cone. From the subsequent jet charged droplets are emitted which
undergo solvent evaporation and columbic fission yielding a beam of ionised molecules.

The charged droplets travel away from the capillary towards electrical ground
undergoing further fission and solvent evaporation, eventually yielding a beam of
molecular ions suitable for deposition.

Figure 4.2 – Annotated image of ES emission from the tip of a high voltage capillary, taken from
[22]
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The Taylor cone and subsequent spray characteristics are highly sensitive to initial
conditions, as such many separate modes of jet emission can be observed when the
system is operating off resonance. In studies conducted by Cloupeau and Prunetfoch
qualitative identification of the various jet formations were investigated [16, 23] with
dripping effects being observed below stable Taylor cone voltages and multiple
Taylor cone and jet emissions above.

4.2 Electrospray Deposition ESD

As a scientific deposition method ES is a relatively modern technique. ESD has been
investigated as an alternative method for creating thin films of solute molecules over
the past 10 years with numerous studies having been reviewed by Jaworek [24]. The
new importance of organic molecules, in particular polymers, as semi-conducting
materials has led to increased interest from the surface science community in ES as a
potential deposition method. The following section reviews ESD reported in the
literature.

4.2.1 Atmospheric pressure ESD

Several studies have investigated the ESD of proteins for biological research [25-27],
where deposited protein molecules were shown to be intact post ESD, indicating the
non-destructive nature of the technique.
The ESD of nanoparticles has shown potential in recent years as a way of selectively
seeding substrates [28-33]. Nanoparticles can be electrostatically manipulated inflight using the charge of the ES droplets. Patterned arrays of Au created by ESD
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were first reported by Suh et al in 2005 [28] and of SiO2 by Lenggoro et al in 2006
[33]. Publications since have developed methodology using different nanoparticles
with good success [29-32].
Thin films of polymers have been created using ESD in air and under clean gas
atmospheres [34-40], film morphologies have been studied with various microscopy
techniques.
Morota et al produced ESD films of poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO), investigating the
effect of solution properties and spray conditions on surface morphologies [36].
Spheres and long fibres were observed, whilst fibrous features were enhanced by
lower solution surface tension. Experiments were conducted in a dry air environment
and morphologies evaluated with SEM.
Matsumoto et al implemented ESD to produce “fiber fabrics” of synthetic polymers
[38]. A SEM was used to investigate films, indicating ESD successfully deposited
polymers without degradation.
Rietveld et al, also studied the morphology of ESD polymer films, demonstrating a
large variation of film uniformity with initial solution and ES conditions [37],
concluding that ESD could be tuned for specific polymers.

4.2.2 Vacuum ESD

Initial studies of in vacuum ESD used modified existing ES-MS systems, placing
samples within mass analysis chambers [41, 42]. These publications proved the
concept but had little application at the time.
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Recent increased interest in large molecules as semi-conducting materials has
generated a suitable application for in situ UHV deposition methods. Two other
university based research groups have built their own UHV ESD systems [43-54].
O’Shea et al, University of Nottingham, have developed an ESD capable of delivering
solute molecules into a vacuum of 10-8 mBar. Based upon a modular differential
pumping system, ES droplets travel directly from the emitter into UHV. Studies have
included the comparison of ESD PEO samples prepared in air to those in vacuum,
indicating an increased uniformity of UHV samples [43] and the successful deposition
of nanotubes and fullerines from suspension [44-46].
Schlaf et al, University of South Florida, have developed a simple UHV ESD based
upon a two stage differential pumping system coupled to a load lock [51]. The system
is capable of depositing into a vacuum of 10-5 mBar, thus samples are deposited prior
to analysis in a separate chamber. Publications to date have assessed polymer samples
with photo-electron spectroscopy, conducting experiments on the prepared films
between depositions without having to break vacuum [47-54].

4.3 Aberystwyth ESD system

Portability was of major importance in the design of the ESD apparatus, with the
intension of transporting it to research facilities (synchrotrons). As such, the system
needed to be easily integrated into existing analysis chambers, all of which are based
on inherent UHV technology with access via standardised conflate knife edge flanges.
The ideal size for this application was 70mm, popular and small enough for weight
considerations but large enough for implementation of system requirements. Most
UHV analysis chambers are orientated with sample manipulation in the vertical plane
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from a central top flange, therefore the deposition system would have to be able to
utilise available ports and would need to be operational invariant of position. The
entire system would have to be self supporting in both vertical and horizontal
orientations without the need for additional infrastructure. Vacuum welds are very
strong but it is inadvisable to subject these to significant strain as a failure could be
catastrophic, therefore a maximum apparatus weight of 10kg was set.
The choice of materials available was limited due to UHV compatibility, stainless
steel was chosen due to its ease of machining and availability. Bespoke components
made for the project were produced by Scanwel Ltd and Aberystwyth University.

The initial ESD was designed to spray directly into a vacuum, but preliminary tests
indicated this caused several detrimental issues; Firstly, emitters could only have a
relatively small inner diameter (tens of microns) in order to prevent the liquid being
drawn out by low pressure, thus necessitating the need for extra flow control.
Secondly, emitters in vacuum block readily due to adiabatic freezing as liquid rapidly
expands at the tip, which is a particular problem with the use of small inner diameter
emitters. Thirdly, establishment of stable ES and its alignment relative to the incident
skimmer are extremely difficult with the emitter housed within a closed volume.
Finally, solvent evaporation is aided by the presence of a gaseous atmosphere at the
emitter tip and although it has been proven that an entirely UHV based ESD system is
possible [44], this does result in significant solvent presence at the sample site and
would therefore render the desired UHV levels necessary for direct deposition into
analysis chambers unattainable.
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The ESD system was developed upon mass spectrometry methodology, with the
emitter spraying into atmosphere and the resulting droplets travelling through a series
of differentially pumped stages impinging upon the sample held in UHV, as shown in
figure 4.3.

Figure 4.3 – Schematic representation of the Aberystwyth ESD system. Size of apertures as per final
optimised system orientation (section 4.4.2).

For clarity the ESD system is discussed in sections describing each function involved
in its operation.

4.3.1 Liquid delivery system

The molecules held in solution need to be delivered to the emitter at controlled flow
rates (10-100μlmin-1). A schematic representation of the liquid delivery system is
shown in figure 4.4. Due to the inner diameters of ES emitters, liquid delivery has to
be applied under considerable pressure. Options available for such a system were
limited to only two, either a pumped syringe or a pressurised vessel. Due to safety
considerations, the decision sided with the mechanically pumped syringe.
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From the syringe the liquid is delivered through a 300μm inner diameter PEEK tube
via an inline 2μm filter prior to the emitter.
The emitter is held in a conducting fitting with a high voltage connection concealed
within a gimbal housing. The gimbal angularly aligns the emitter, compensating for
any emitter distortion, a problem observed when using those with a small outer
diameter (360μm). The gimbal consists of a truncated copper ball into which the
conductive fitting is seated. The ball is held in an acrylic casing in which an electrode
is held against it under tension by means of a small spring. The gimbal housing is
attached to a small XYZ manipulator stage allowing for accurate alignment of the
emitter and adjustment whilst spraying.

Figure 4.4 – Schematic representation of the ESD liquid delivery system.
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4.3.2 Fittings

Fittings used throughout the liquid delivery system are zero dead volume PEEK micro
tight fittings (Upchurch Scientific). Easy connection is achieved by finger tightening,
causing ferrules to “swage” lock against the tubing forming a union which is rated to
10,000PSI operating pressure [55].

4.3.3 The syringe pump

Liquid is forced through the capillary tubing and emitter under significant pressure. In
order to supply the liquid at constant flow rates a syringe pump was built in-house,
powered by a low geared electric stepper motor. Syringe size and plunger speed can
be used to control liquid flow rates. The syringe pump is able to accommodate syringe
sizes up to 20mm outer diameter. A maximum continuous spray of 10ml of solution
can be achieved before refilling using the larger 20mm syringes. At the highest
pumping speeds this equates to a continuous deposition of approximately one hour
duration.

4.3.4 Syringes

During this study PEEK Luer terminated medical syringes were used, with rubber
plunger seals in volume sizes of 1ml and 10ml depending upon the flow rate and
deposition period required. Although any type of syringe could be used the Luer
microtight fitting allowed for the simplest connection between the syringe and the rest
of the liquid delivery system.
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4.3.5 Emitters

Electrospray emitters are available in many sizes and materials. ES-MS emitters are
designed specifically for spraying solute molecules at very low flow rates and are
therefore suited to application in the ESD system.
Emitters are categorised as either on-line or off-line. On-line emitters are designed to
be connected to a flow rig allowing for continuous spraying over many hours. Off-line
emitters are designed to hold finite amounts of solution and are used to control the
amount of solution sprayed. Because the ESD system needed to deposit for varying
time intervals only on-line emitters were considered, as these would allow for the
deposition to be turned on and off at will. Many emitters are made for specific ES-MS
commercial systems rendering most unsuitable. Also due to the way in which high
voltage is applied to the conducting fitting, only emitters which are fully conductive
are suitable.
Durability was a major consideration in the choice of emitter, as the ability to clean
the emitters after use is essential. Stainless steel emitters can be cleaned by
sonification and were considered to be the best choice due to their durability and
conductivity.
Two sizes of stainless steel emitters were used during this study, the relatively small
30μm inner diameter (Proxeon [56]) and larger 100μm inner diameter (New Objective
[22]). The ES droplet size was found to be directly proportional to the inner diameter
of an emitter (section 4.5). The Emitters have tapered profiles reducing the wall
thickness at the tip which aids in the formation and stability of the Taylor cone.
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4.3.6 The high voltage supply

The voltage required for stable ES using the emitters described above is between 2
and 5 kilovolts, and needed to be a stable floating high voltage with respect to ground.
It was decided this should be positive as this was demonstrated to have the most
applications and choice of suitable solvents [24].
The high voltage supply was built in-house based upon a capacitance and diode
voltage multiplier circuit. This was integrated into the same control unit as that of the
syringe pump saving space, thus aiding in the portability of the machine.

4.3.7 Differential pumping system

In order to achieve the desired UHV sample conditions, a series of differentially
pumped stages separated by small apertures was designed, aligned with a clear line of
sight through the system to deliver molecules from atmosphere directly into UHV.
After consideration of the available pumps, the apparatus size and the ultimate
vacuum level required, it was decided the differential pumping stages should be
modular, such that extra stages could be added if necessary as shown in figure 4.5.
The design was based upon three pumping stages prior to a deposition chamber, the
first two stages are pumped by rotary pumps and the third by a turbo molecular pump.
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Aperture 1

Turbo
Molecular
Pump

Stage 1
Aperture 2

Stage 2
Aperture 3

Stage 3

Aperture 4
UHV Hand Valve

Figure 4.5 – Schematic representation of the ESD differential pumping system, consisting of three
stages separated by apertures with UHV hand valve for connection to deposition chamber. The
quartz crystal assembly is removed from stage 3 for clarity.

4.3.8 Apertures

Apertures are a critical component of the differential pumping system allowing the
propagation of the sprayed droplets and restricting the gas flow.
The original apertures were machined into 70mm blank flanges, manufactured by
drilling through and cutting a conical shape to the under side. The conical recess aided
transmission through the aperture reducing the wall length and allowing for expansion
on the higher vacuum side. However transmission through these apertures was poor as
the large surface area presented to the incident spray caused random electrostatic
deflections. Evaluation of this issue suggested that the conical shape to the underside
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of the apertures did aid transmission, but presenting the spray with a large surface
area was less than ideal.
In order to reduce the surface area at the aperture inlet it was necessary to change the
aperture design to a projected cone, creating a skimmer akin to those used extensively
throughout ES-MS. The conical apertures were produced with an outer angle of 57o
and inner angle of 59o creating a sharp edge at the inlet to the aperture (minimising
the wall thickness). Angular dimensions were theoretically calculated from work by
Kantrowitz and Grey, optimising post orifice turbulence effects [57].
The apertures are made as insert components which can be fitted to a generic recess in
specially machined 70mm blanks, thus apertures can be interchanged easily without
compromising the infrastructure of the pumping system.
The orifice size of the apertures directly influences the vacuum achievable within the
system and the transmission rate of ES molecules, therefore there is a compromise
between the two factors. Experimentation indicated the first aperture to be the critical
factor in the ultimate vacuum levels achievable within each stage of the system,
optimisation of the aperture orifice sizes resulted in a deposition chamber vacuum
level of 10-8 mBar (section 4.4.2).

4.3.9 Stage design

Each stage of the differential pumping system was designed and manufactured as a
purpose built component based on 70mm UHV flange terminations. Alignment of the
apertures separating each pumping stage was imperative in order to allow the
transmission of ES molecules to the sample position. Workbench laser alignment
ensured the system was set up correctly, all stages then had three of their six clamping
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holes reamed, such that when assembled the stages and apertures would be accurately
doweled in position.
The first two stages are identical spacer sections with two access ports for pumping
and vacuum monitoring, as shown in figure 4.6. Rotary pumps can cope with large
gas loads and are therefore well suited to these initial stages. Solvent is removed from
the droplets by evaporation whilst in air and the low vacuum of the first two stages.
This process occurs very quickly due to the size of the ES droplets (μm), therefore the
first two stages are of minimum length to increase pumping efficiency.

Figure 4.6 – Schematic representation of the 1st and 2nd differential pumping stages.

The third stage is the first to be pumped by a rotary backed turbo molecular pump.
The initial aperture vacuum level tests were conducted using a generic UHV 70mm Tpiece. This was adequate for the vacuum tests but alignment between the flanges was
out by a considerable margin, thus rendering it unsuitable for the ESD system. This
misalignment is caused by the manufacturing welding processes causing heat stress
within the metal and warping of the tube from straight. Therefore a new third stage
had to be manufactured to ensure perfect alignment in the orientation of ES molecule
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propagation. The third stage was manufactured from a single billet of stainless steel,
as shown in figure 4.7, it was based upon a cube with bored holes orientated centrally
along each axis. The six terminations were allocated as follows, two directly opposing
for connection to the system through which the molecular beam propagates and the
remaining as orthogonal access ports.

Figure 4.7 – Schematic representation of the 3rd differential pumping stage. The orientation of the
quartz crystal is indicated but the assembly has been removed from the image for clarity.

The third stage was designed to be able to house instrumentation so the ES beam
could be dissected by a quartz crystal resonator. Therefore the four ports are allocated
as; one viewing window, one for pumping and the remaining two for the quartz
crystal manipulator, associated electrical feed through and ion gauge. The turbo pump
was connected directly on to the third stage to maximise its pumping efficiency.
The quartz crystal manipulator is based upon those used in scanning electron
microscope (SEM) with linear movement, thus the quartz crystal can be moved into
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the ES beam to assess its presence and deposition rate. The electrical connection for
the crystal balance is supplied via a Kapton insulated copper wire.
The third stage is separated from the deposition chamber by a hand valve situated
below the final aperture, allowing the deposition chamber to be kept under UHV
whilst the ESD is non-operational or whilst establishing the desired deposition rate.

4.3.10 The Deposition Chamber

Figure 4.8 – Schematic representation of the ES deposition chamber. The positions of the magnetic
transfer arm and sample manipulator are indicated but not shown for clarity.

The deposition chamber is a purpose built unit of six-way cross orientation, with two
opposing ports on each axis, as shown in figure 4.8. The deposition chamber serves as
a load lock delivering samples from the ESD system to analysis chambers by a
magnetic arm orthogonally orientated to the ES beam. A retractable sample stage is
built on to a high temperature (1200oC) button heater (HeatWave Labs Inc) [58]
positioned directly in the path of the ES beam. The sample stage is electrically
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isolated from the chamber such that a drain current can be taken to indicate the ES
beam presence.
The deposition chamber is pumped by a turbo molecular pump connected directly to
the chamber and an ion pump situated on the magnetic arm which can be isolated
from the chamber by a second hand valve. The ion pump acts as a supplementary
pump whilst the ESD is non-operational and also allows samples to be withdrawn
from the chamber and kept under UHV for transportation.
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4.4 ESD commissioning

The ESD system once built required a series of experiments in order to characterise its
functionality.

4.4.1 UHV heater calibration

The sample stage heater (x-369 Heatwave Labs Inc) incorporated into the deposition
chamber required calibration in order to establish its lower temperature operation, as
shown in figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9 – Calibration of ESD sample stage, temperature taken using k-type thermocouple at
sample position.

The deposition chamber had an initial base pressure of 2x10-8mBar which was
observed to rise with increasing heater temperature due to out-gassing of the sample
stage. Temperature measurements were made by k-type thermocouple attached to the
sample stage.
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4.4.2 Differential pumping system

The differential pumping system of the ESD was optimised in order to improve the
ultimate achievable UHV level within the deposition chamber. The pumping of the
initial two stages was improved by maximising the size of the pipes joining the rotary
pumps to each stage. The pumping efficiency of the third stage was maximised by
orientating the turbo molecular pump directly onto the chamber.
The parameter shown to have the largest influence upon the vacuum levels within the
system was the size of the apertures. A series of tests were conducted to investigate
the vacuum levels within the differential pumping system, as summarised in tables
4.1-4.4.
The tests summarised in tables 4.1-4.4 describe the aperture sizes between the stages
and the vacuum level achieved under operation. The first two tests (tables 4.1 and 4.2)
were only conducted over the first three stages, as the vacuum level of the third stage
did not achieve adequate levels for the turbo molecular pump to be started.
As demonstrated by tests 3 and 4 the ultimate vacuum level of the deposition chamber
is dependent upon the size of the initial inlet aperture of stage 1. Therefore the
sequence of apertures described in test 4 was used to acquire the necessary vacuum
levels for UHV ESD.
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Test 1
Aperture size (mm)
Stage 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4
1
2
3

0.5 1.0 Vacuum level (mBar)
X
16.8
X
<1
X
5x10-1

Pump
Rotary
Rotary
Rotary

Aperture size (mm)
Stage 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.0 Vacuum level (mBar)
1
X
9.6
2
X
4x10-1
3
X
1.2x10-2

Pump
Rotary
Rotary
Rotary

Aperture size (mm)
Stage 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.0 Vacuum level (mBar)
1
X
1.8
2
X
8x10-2
3
X
5x10-5
4
X 2x10-7

Pump
Rotary
Rotary
Turbo
Turbo

Aperture size (mm)
Stage 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 1.0 Vacuum level (mBar)
1
X
<1
2
X
4x10-2
3
X
5x10-6
4
X 7x10-8

Pump
Rotary
Rotary
Turbo
Turbo

Test 2

Test 3

Test 4

Tables 4.1-4.4 – ESD differential pumping system aperture size optimisation tests. Pressures
recorded as the base pressure of each stage in the absence of ES.
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4.4.3 The liquid delivery system

Initial experiments were conducted to test the liquid delivery system using blank
50:50 water methanol solution. The system was set up as described in section 4.3.
These tests enabled experimental verification of the minimum and maximum
proximity of the emitter to electrical ground, found to be 1 and 20mm respectively. At
distances below 1mm arcing at the emitter can cause irreversible welding damage to
the emitter tip. At distances greater than 20mm, the solution produced large droplets
at the tip failing to form a Taylor cone even at maximum voltage (5kV).
The spray was found to be easily tuned with the variable high voltage supply to
achieve stable ES. Below adequate voltage resulted in a “dripping” effect at the tip,
the frequency of which increased with voltage until the Taylor cone was established.
At higher voltages the formation of multiple jets was observed in agreement with
those reported in the literature [16, 23].
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4.5 Electrospray deposition of PEO

Poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO) (Chapter 6) was chosen as a suitable molecule to test the
ESD system as comparisons could be drawn to other ESD results reported in the
literature. Solutions of PEO were made in 50:50 methanol/water at concentrations of
0.5gl-1.
Initial experiments were conducted to investigate deposition rates of the ESD by
measurement with the quartz crystal analyser situated within the third stage.
The differential pumping system (with the deposition chamber isolated) was started
prior to spraying allowing the third stage turbo molecular pump to operate and the
vacuum level to stabilise. The emitter was held at a 1mm proximately to the inlet
aperture of the first stage, continuous ES was tuned at the emitter to establish
continuous spray. Within stage three the quartz crystal dissected the ES beam to
record a deposition rate, an example of which is shown in figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10 – Quartz crystal monitoring of ES PEO film deposition.
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The recorded deposition rate has a stepped nature, this is attributed to intermittent
blocking of the emitter tip with aggregated PEO. Therefore the deposition is a
discontinuous process, as clearly illustrated by the large step at ~100 seconds.
Quartz crystal analysers are extremely sensitive instruments able to detect monolayers
of material by recording the deflection of the quartz from its natural frequency [59],
as described by the Sauerbrey equation (4.2).

AF 


  Fq  FC   

arctan Z  tan



D f ZFC
F
q



N q Dq

(4.2)

Where, AF is the film thickness, N q is the frequency constant for the crystal used
( 1.668 10 13 Hz / Ang ), D q is the density of the quartz ( 2.648 g / cm 3 ), Fq the eigen
frequency of the quartz crystal before deposition, FC the eigen frequency of the
loaded sensor quartz crystal and D f the density of the film material (1gcm-3). The
component Z represents the square root of the ratio of density multiplied by the shear
modulus of the quartz to that of the deposited material, as shown in equation 4.3.

Z

Dq  q
Df  f

(4.3)

Where  q and  f represent the shear modulus of the quartz and the deposited
material respectively.
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4.5.1 Vacuum level effects

PEO samples were produced at vacuum levels corresponding to the tests described in
tables 4.1-4.4, as summarised in table 4.5. The stated film thicknesses were calculated
from the deposition rates taken before and after deposition.

Sample Emitter

Emitter

Solution

Film

Vacuum

Deposition

I.D

Voltage

concentration

thickness

level

time

(μm)

(kV)

(gl-1)

(nm)

(mBar)

(mins)

A

30

2.5

0.5

100

10-2

94

B

30

2.7

0.5

100

10-5

94

100

-7

63

C

100

3.6

0.5

10

Table 4.5 - PEO ESD sample summary

The samples were deposited at steady rates of ~11 Åmin-1 for samples A and B and
~16Åmin-1 for sample C. The discrepancy between the deposition rates of the samples
is attributed to the difference in emitter sizes used as indicated in table 4.5. The high
voltage of the emitter tip was tuned to establish steady state ES in all cases. In the
case of samples A and B the same 30μm inner diameter emitters were used resulting
in only a relatively small voltage difference between the tests, whereas for the case of
sample C the 100μm inner diameter emitter used required a significantly higher
voltage in order to establish stable ES at the tip.
AFM imagery was used to study the surface topography of all three samples as shown
in figure 4.11. The root mean square (rms) average roughness of the samples over a
10x10μm area was found to be 80nm, 60nm and 35nm for samples A, B and C
respectively.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 4.11 – AFM images of 50nm PEO surfaces taken using C-AFM (i) Deposition pressure of
10-2mBar (ii) Deposition pressure of 10-5mBar and (iii) Deposition pressure of 10-7mBar.
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Sample A displayed an amorphous structure, whereas samples B and C displayed
clearly defined discs of polymer. This indicates the droplets are still wet on contact
with the substrate and thus must be of significant solvent content in all cases. The
definition of individual discs suggests the droplets dried quickly upon contact with the
substrate as the solvent was removed into the gas phase and pumped away. The disc
size difference between samples B and C is attributed to the different emitters used.
The improved planarity of the films deposited in high vacuum allowed for more
detailed AFM analysis of growth mechanisms, as described in section 4.5.2.

4.5.2 Investigations of PEO films grown in UHV

Three PEO samples of varied thickness were grown in a vacuum of 10-7mBar, in
order to investigate film morphology differences. The samples are summarised in
table 4.6 stated with film thicknesses calculated from the deposition rates taken before
and after deposition (~16Åmin-1).

Sample Emitter

Emitter

Solution

Film thickness

Deposition

I.D

Voltage

concentration

(nm)

time

(μm)

(kV)

(gl-1)

D

100

3.3

0.5

10

6

E

100

3.5

0.5

50

32

F

100

3.1

0.5

100

63

(mins)

Table 4.6 – Summary of PEO samples grown by ESD in vacuum of 10-7mBar
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NC-AFM was used to investigate surface topographies of the samples, the results of
which are presented in figure 4.12.
For sample D, image (i) shows bead like and chain structures within areas of low
coverage (<10nm). The chain growth mechanism can be seen to disappear as the film
thickness increases, therefore surface interaction must influence the polymer structure
for low sample coverage.
For sample E, the increased film thickness causes the beads to become islands of
aggregated polymer. The height of the islands in image (ii) (>100nm) are more than
fives times greater than those observed for sample D (~20nm). The feature shown in
(iii) is a dendrite structure observed at the extremity of the island features of sample
E. These features do not have the same chain like structure observed for sample D, as
there is greater mobility of the polymer when deposited in thicker films.
For sample F, higher polymer coverage was observed to yield fibrous growth as
shown in images (iv) and (v). These features are akin to those reported for
electrospinning [60], attributed to relatively high solution concentrations. This type of
growth is caused by clustering of the polymer within the solution prior to deposition.
All of the morphologies shown here are in close agreement with those reported for
vacuum ESD in the literature [43].
In summary, the ESD system was demonstrated to successfully deposit solute
molecules into a high vacuum environment of 10-7mBar. AFM analysis of the PEO
samples displayed varied morphologies similar to those reported in the literature. The
ESD system was used to produce organic thin films for luminescent analysis, the
results of which are presented in Chapter 6.
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(i)

(ii)

(iv)

(iii)

(v)

Figure 4.12 – High resolution NC-AFM images of PEO samples grown at 10-7mBar. Image (i)
sample D, images (ii)-(iii) sample E and images (iv) and (v) sample F. Several morphologies were
identified including (i) bead and chain, (ii) aggregated bead-like structures, (iii) dendrites and (iv)(v) fibrous growth.
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Chapter 5
Luminescent Investigation of Boron Nitride

In this Chapter the results of luminescent investigations of hexagonal and cubic boron
nitride are presented. Following an introduction to boron nitride (BN) the results are
ordered as follows; In section 5.3 investigations of the luminescent emission of both
phases are made using XEOL. In section 5.4.1 volume-integrated and spatially
resolved OD-XANES is used to investigate structural defects of the cubic phase. In
section 5.4.2 the XEOL emission of BN is used to determine the band gap energies of
the two phases. Finally in section 5.5 pump probe measurements are used to resolve
defect states within the band gaps of both phases.

5.1 Introduction to Boron Nitride

First synthesised in 1842 by Balmain et al [1], boron nitride (BN) is a synthetic
inorganic III-V material consisting of equal atomic quantities of boron and nitrogen.
The bonding of BN is isostructural to that of carbon materials having both sp2 and sp3
bonded phases. Several polytypes of BN exist, which can be considered in terms of
phase bonded groups. These are the soft sp2 bonded polytypes of hexagonal (h-BN),
rhombohedral (r-BN), turbostratic (t-BN) and amorphous (a-BN) and the super hard
sp3 bonded polytypes of cubic (c-BN) and wurtzite (w-BN) [2, 3]. It has also been
shown that BN can form fullerene cage and nanotube structures, both of which have
been reported in the literature [4-6].
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The simplest sp2 polytype, a-BN, is synthesized at ambient pressure from either boric
acid or boron trioxide at relatively low temperatures (<1000K) usually in the presence
of a catalyst. From this disordered material higher order sp2 bonded polytypes can be
produced by annealing at high temperatures (~1500-2000K) [7]. The transitions
between sp2 polytypes are temperature dependent, ascending in degree of
crystallographic order a-BN → t-BN → r-BN → h-BN [8, 9]. The manufacture of sp3
bonded BN is usually made from conversion of sp2 phase materials under conditions
of high temperature and high pressure (typically T ~2000K and P ~ 5GPa) [2].
Historically, high temperature high pressure (HTHP) synthesis has been shown to
yield the purest sp3 crystals, as the other modes of growth tend to introduce unwanted
sp2 domains and impurities [10]. However, in recent years CVD epitaxial growth of cBN on diamond has been shown to yield highly ordered pure materials at relatively
low temperatures (~1100K) [11-13].
Several other modes of growth exist for the procurement of thin BN films, including
plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) [14-16], ion sputtering [1720], radio frequency sputtering [21] and ion-assisted pulsed laser deposition [22-24].
Methods of BN thin film growth are still very much in their infancy but some
significant and promising progress has been made recently.
The most common sp2 and sp3 polytypes of crystalline BN are h-BN and c-BN
respectively. These materials were studied as part of this thesis and will be discussed
in greater detail. The c-BN samples, supplied by Element Six Ltd, were produced by
HPHT methods and the h-BN was supplied as powder from BDH Chemicals Ltd.
BN is the lightest of the III-V compounds, exhibiting global intrinsic properties of
high thermal conductivity, high melting point, low thermal expansion, low electrical
conductivity and chemical inertness [25, 26]. This has led to its use in a wide range of
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industrial applications. Soft laminar h-BN is used as an industrial lubricant and
chemically stable ceramic material for vacuum technology [10], whereas extremely
hard c-BN (second only to diamond [27]) is used as a cutting grit in ferrous metal
environments as an alternative to the more reactive diamond [28].
Since the first synthesis of c-BN in 1957 by Wentorf et al [29], BN has been
investigated for its potential use as an optoelectronic material, due to its durability and
optical response in the deep ultra violet (DUV) region of the spectrum [30-32].
However, much like diamond, both h-BN and c-BN are intrinsic insulators with wide
band gap energies (~6eV), thus only in doped forms can BN be considered as semiconducting. In 1962 it was shown that BN could be readily doped during synthesis
with Be, S and Si yielding both n- and p-type materials [33]. Refinements have since
been made to BN doping procedures although they remain largely the same in terms
of dopant species utilised, with Be and Mg used to yield p-type and S, Si and C
compounds used to produce n-type materials [33-36]. The ease of BN n-type doping
is of particular interest as it overcomes the limitations of diamond in this respect [3638].
Although alluded to in the 1960s the first functioning c-BN p-n junction was not
realised until 1987 by Mishima et al [34, 39]. Subsequent development of BN as an
optoelectronic material has been relatively slow compared to that of diamond,
although there have been some promising new devices reported in recent years [40,
41]. The main reason for the lack of development in BN electronics is due to the
debate surrounding many of its fundamental electronic properties; including the band
gap energy, band structure and its optical response.
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5.1.1 Physical structure

The structure of h-BN and c-BN are analogous to that of graphite and diamond
respectively, as shown in figure 5.1. Only L-shell electrons are involved in BN
bonding with the core K-shell 1s states remaining localised to the atomic nuclei. The
bonding characteristics of both phases are described individually with reference to
their carbon counterparts.

Figure 5.1 – Structural representation of the unit cells of (i) h-BN and (ii) c-BN reproduced from
the literature [42]. B atoms are denoted by turquoise and those of N by dark blue.

h-BN is a laminar sp2 bonded material similar in structure to that of graphite, thus
having similar mechanical properties. Flat B3N3 hexagons are covalently bonded in
atomic layers separated by weak interlayer bonds (van der Waals) [43]. However, the
interlayer registry of h-BN differs from that of graphite. In h-BN atomic hexagons of
neighbouring layers lie directly over one another with alternating boron over nitrogen
orientation, whereas in graphite the adjacent atomic layers are stepped out of phase
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with half the atoms of adjacent layers not lying directly over one another. The
bonding of h-BN and graphite is described in terms of hybridized sp2 bonding, which
occurs in the plane of the hexagonal lattice (x,y), with each atom equivalently bonded
to three others creating in plane σ bonds. The 2pz orbitals, unsubscribed in sp2
bonding, stand perpendicular to the lattice plane above and below each atomic centre.
These 2pz orbitals overlap to form delocalised π bonds parallel to the lattice plane.

c-BN on the other hand is sp3 bonded in a zinc-blende tetrahedral structure,
isostructural to that of diamond [27, 44], with a unit cell of face centred cubic
orientation [45]. The bonding of c-BN and diamond is described in terms of
hybridised bonds, where four equivalent hybridized sp3 bonds about each atom mix
all three orientations of the 2p with the 2s orbitals forming only σ bonds [2]. The bond
lengths of c-BN (1.446Å) are comparable to those of diamond (1.420Å), hence c-BN
is also a dense and super hard material.
For clarity a representation of hybridised bonding in both phases is displayed in figure
5.2
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Figure 5.2 – Hybridised bonding of BN, small arrows indicate the presence of an electron and its
direction of spin.
(i) sp2 bonding – Prior to hybridisation electrons are promoted from the B2s to B2py and from the
N2s to N2pz as indicated. Hybridisation mixes the 2s with the 2px and 2py in both B and N creating
three equivalent sp2 orbitals. The resultant sp2 bonded BN is shown with σ and π orbitals as
indicated.
(ii) sp3 bonding – Prior to hybridisation electrons are promoted from the B2s to B2py and donated by
the N2s to the B2pz, thus all L-shell orbitals in both B and N are singularly occupied. Hybridisation
mixes the 2s with all three orientations of the 2p, forming four equivalent sp3 bonds. Resultant sp3
bonded BN is shown with σ bonds as indicated.

5.1.2 Electronic Structure

All B-N bonds exhibit polarity due to the charge difference between the boron and
nitrogen atomic nuclei [2]. This polarity causes a large separation in energy between
the bonding and anti-bonding states, creating a wide band gap in both h-BN and c-BN
(~ 6eV).
The electrical conduction of h-BN is poor in contrast to that of graphite which has
quasi-metallic response. This is attributed to the difference between the π bonds of
graphite and h-BN. In graphite the 2pz orbitals are all singularly occupied creating
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unpolarised π bonds, the bonding and anti-bonding states of the π bonds overlap
giving high conduction in the direction of the lattice. Whereas for h-BN, the 2pz
orbitals of nitrogen are doubly occupied while those of boron are vacant, this causes π
bond polarity and a large separation between the bonding and anti-bonding states.
Electrical conduction in h-BN is therefore poor due to the low mobility of electrons
trapped at the nitrogen centres.
The electrical conductivity of c-BN is akin to that of diamond. Having only strong
covalent σ bonds yields no weakly bound electrons for conduction, culminating in a
large separation between the bonding and anti-bonding states. Also, much like
diamond c-BN has been reported to have a negative electron affinity (NEA) [10, 36,
46], where the energy of the vacuum level exists below the conduction band minima,
thus an electron excited above the Fermi level can escape from the material’s surface
unimpeded.

5.1.3 Band structure

Electronic band structure describes the directional variation of electronic structure
with reference to the crystallographic lattice. It is calculated by three dimensional
modification of the Schrödinger equation to include the anisotropic nature of charge
distribution within the lattice, thus electron bands can no longer be considered as
simply parabolic in distribution. This modified condition is described by the Bloch
equation, expressing the forbidden and allowed electron states in terms of momentum
(k) and energy (E).
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(ii)

(i)

Figure 5.3 – Theoretical band structure of (i) h-BN) and (ii) c-BN

reproduced from the

literature[45, 47]

The typical band structures of both h-BN and c-BN are reproduced from the literature
in figure 5.3. h-BN is described has having a quasi-direct band gap at either H or K
[48], whereas c-BN has an indirect band gap between Γ and Χ [44]. As the structure
of c-BN is highly ordered and periodic there is little variation in the band structure
reported. However for the case of h-BN, there is a lack of common agreement as to
the nature of the band structure, with reports of both indirect and direct band gaps [49,
50]. Studies have also reported a variation of the h-BN band structure with applied
external pressure, due to its laminar mechanical structure [51].
UV and X-ray absorption techniques can probe the density of states (DOS) within the
valence and conduction bands respectively, viewing the band structure in one
dimension. However, band structure only accounts for the absorption and emission of
light above 6eV, it does not indicate the anisotropic defect states existing within the
band gap responsible for lower energy luminescent emission. Therefore detection of
the luminescent emission can be used to probe defect states within BN.
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Luminescent emission can be utilised as a probe into a material’s structural and
electronic quality (Chapter 2). Several luminescent techniques were employed to
study both h-BN and c-BN in this thesis, the results for which are displayed and
discussed in this Chapter. Experimentally obtained results of the band gap energy,
defect state energies and structural variation are presented for both phases.

5.2 Introduction to the Boron Nitride samples

The BN samples studied as part of this thesis are summarised in table 5.1. The c-BN
samples were supplied as extremely high purity (99.9%) HPHT materials by Element
Six Ltd in two size selected crystal sizes of 10-20μm and 100μm. The h-BN powder
also of high purity (99%) was obtained commercially from BDH Chemicals Ltd.

Sample phase

Crystal size

Source

h-BN

>nm powder

BDH Chemicals Ltd

c-BN

10-20μm

Element Six Ltd

c-BN

~100μm

Element Six Ltd

Mixed phase

>1μm

Element Six Ltd

(h-BN and c-BN)

Table 5.1 – Summary of BN samples

The 10-20μm c-BN and mixed phase BN samples were investigated using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM), the results of which are shown in figure 5.4 1

1

SEM results courtesy of Biological Sciences, Aberystwyth.
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(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.4 – SEM images of (i) 10-20μm c-BN and (ii) mixed phase BN samples.

The 10-20μm c-BN sample consists of crystals displaying uniform octahedral
morphology, as shown in figure 5.4(i); this suggests an extremely high crystalline
quality [52].
The mixed phase sample is made up of small c-BN crystals with surface h-BN
growth, as clearly shown in figure 5.4(ii), thus it is of relatively poor crystalline
quality.
The 100μm c-BN sample, not studied with SEM, also displayed octahedral
morphology, although of less uniform content (section 5.4.1.3.2.1).
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5.3 Optical properties – X-ray excited optical luminescence (XEOL)

The most efficient optical transitions result from a change of electron energy without
a change of momentum, thus they are depicted as vertical transitions in terms of the
band structure. Indirect electron transitions also exist but require the additional
interaction of phonons to satisfy momentum change.
Both h-BN and c-BN, as already mentioned, are optically active materials displaying
absorption in the UV and emission in the UV and visible regions. This section will
introduce the XEOL and Raman spectroscopic results for the h-BN powder and 1020μm c-BN samples after a review of the relevant literature.

5.3.1 Previous research

The luminescence of h-BN consists of several clearly defined deep ultra violet (DUV)
bands and a single broad convoluted UV/VIS emission. The DUV bands have been
studied extensively both theoretically and experimentally. The most commonly
reported DUV emission bands are centred at 5.77eV and 5.46eV (215nm and 227nm
respectively). Additional DUV bands have also been identified with energies of
5.35eV (231nm), 5.64eV (220nm) and 5.88eV (210nm) [53]. All of the DUV bands of
h-BN have been attributed to band to band excitonic recombination, however there
are subtle differences between the individual bands. For example, the second highest
reported energy band (5.77eV) has been ascribed to the recombination of a single free
exciton, whereas those of lower energy are ascribed to bound excitons and vibrational
replicas [54].
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Theoretical studies have reported the DUV emission of h-BN as being of Frenkel-type
excitonic recombination (with binding energies of about 0.7eV) rather than the usual
Wannier-type attributed to most III-V semi-conducting materials [48, 53, 55, 56].
An exciton is an electron and associated electron hole which behave as a neutral
particle within the atomic lattice. The energy required to dissociate the charges of an
exciton is referred to as its binding energy. Frenkel-type excitons have a strong
electron-hole interaction having high binding energies (~0.5eV), whereas the
electron-hole interaction of Wannier-type excitons is weak resulting in low binding
energies (meV).
Spatially resolved cathodoluminescence (CL) has been used to investigate the DUV
emission bands of h-BN; Spatially resolved investigations of a relatively large (5μm)
single crystals, proved the origin of the lower energy bands (5.64eV and 5.46eV) to
be structural defects (grain boundaries and dislocations) [55]. This conclusion was
also shared by Watanabe et al [54] in a separate study, where h-BN samples were
analysed before and after mechanical deformation. This work compared the emission
of the 5.77eV and 5.46eV bands before and after deformation. Before deformation
both bands were present with the 5.77eV emission dominant. However, after
deformation the emission was exclusively due to the 5.46eV band, proving its
dependence upon structural stacking defects. Further evidence of the difference
between the excitonic emission of the 5.77eV and 5.46eV bands was shown by timeresolved PL decay analysis [57], comparing the lifetimes of the associated
luminescence. The lifetime of the 5.46eV band was shown to be an order of
magnitude longer than that of the 5.77eV band (3ns compared to 70ps) suggesting
quite separate charge dynamics are involved with each.
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The broad UV/VIS emission bands of h-BN have been ascribed to defect related
recombination. Common agreement of the likely candidates for such defects exists
within the literature, however the identity of individual bands still remain a subject of
debate. Museur et al [58], initially ascribed the emission to singular and multiple
nitrogen vacancies as well as band-impurity transitions, however in a later publication
[56] higher resolution PL results led to localised C and O donor acceptor pairs (DAPs)
being cited as the likely origin. Other experimental studies have also assigned
structural defects as well as C and O impurities to the broad UV/VIS emission of hBN, drawing comparisons from the luminescent emission observed in Gallium Nitride
(GaN) [53].

The luminescent emission of c-BN is observed as a broad convoluted band in the
UV/VIS region [39, 59]. c-BN unlike h-BN displays no DUV emission indicating an
absence of near band to band excitonic recombination. The luminescent emission of
c-BN is thus solely attributed to defect related transitions, however there does remain
little common agreement in the positions of individual emission bands within the
luminescent spectra.
Trinkler et al [59], reported four broad emission peaks within the luminescence of cBN, centred in the UV, blue, green and red regions of the spectra. Ageing samples
were also shown to have increased red emission. However, the samples were reported
to be mostly cubic phase suggesting they may have been of inferior quality.
Zhang et al [60], attributed the broad emission of c-BN to multi-vacancy complexes
of boron and nitrogen in pure cubic phase samples. Two main emission bands were
identified with energies of 2.48eV and 3.12eV.
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Ca and Mg doped c-BN samples have also been shown to display common distinct
luminescent bands centred at 2.07eV, 3.12eV and 3.77eV, with Ca doping yielding an
additional band at 1.77eV [32]. The relative band intensities between samples
indicated potential correlation with doping species. However the report did not define
the defects responsible for each individual luminescent band.

In summary, the luminescence of h-BN and c-BN are similar in terms of their broad
UV/VIS emission but differ with relation to the near band to band transitions (DUV),
which are observed exclusively in the hexagonal phase. There are several defects
common to both phases which are attributed to the broad UV/VIS emission but there
is no definitive proof linking individual bands to their origin. However, recently a
correlation between the atomic concentrations of C and O with luminescent emission
has been reported, indicating impurity as the origin of broad UV/VIS emission in both
phases [61].

Numerous Raman and Fourier transform infra red (FTIR) spectroscopic studies of BN
have been undertaken. Both techniques monitor the inelastic phonon related scattering
of low energy monochromatic light. Spectra are resolved in terms of wavenumber
(cm-1) difference from that of the excitation source. Materials with optical phonon
structure generally yield sharp lines corresponding to separate phonon contributions
within the lattice. Optical phonons (those probed by Raman) are described in terms of
their propagation through the crystallographic lattice in either transverse (transverse
optical - TO) or longitudinal (longitudinal optical - LO) orientations.
For the case of h-BN, there are two Raman active lines reported at wavenumbers of
51.8cm-1 and 1366cm-1 which are attributed to in plane low and high energy phonons
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respectively [43, 62]. The origin of the phonons is centrally orientated to the Brillouin
zone at Γ symmetry. Interestingly both lines exhibit no longitudinal-transverse (LOTO) splitting, this has been attributed to the opposing motion of nitrogen and boron
atoms within the lattice. The two planes of displacement are combined symmetrically
cancelling each other out, thus yielding a single phonon line. FTIR studies yield an
additional line at 780cm-1 caused by an out of plane sp2 bending mode, however this
response is dependent upon the amount of material present as the line is completely
absent for samples of thickness less than 50nm [62, 63].
For the case of c-BN, there is one optical phonon originating from the centre of the
Brillouin zone at Γ. This degenerative phonon splits giving rise to the TO and LO
Raman active lines at 1056cm-1 and 1306cm-1 respectively [52, 62].
In summary, both phases have optically active phonon structure, with that of c-BN
more clearly defined. The Raman spectroscopic results for the BN samples studied as
part of this thesis are presented below and discussed in relation to the XEOL
emission.

5.3.2 Results

The XEOL spectra of the h-BN powder and 10-20μm c-BN are shown in figure 5.5.
The data was collected at ~10K using MoLES on beamline MPW6.1 at the SRS,
Daresbury. Both materials were irradiated with continuous monochromatic X-rays at
185eV just below the B K-egde absorption energy.
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(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.5 - XEOL emission at 185eV of (i) h-BN and (ii) c-BN corrected for background and
normalised.

Both phases as expected display UV/VIS emission in the form of a large convoluted
band, h-BN also has additional emission in the DUV region. The fitting of the h-BN
and c-BN XEOL is shown in figures 5.6 and 5.7 respectively.

Figure 5.6 – Fitted h-BN XEOL spectra of convoluted UV/VIS emission (main) and DUV bands
(inset).
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Figure 5.7 – Fitted c-BN XEOL spectra of convoluted UV/VIS emission.

5.3.3 Discussion

For the case of h-BN four Gaussian bands can be fitted to the UV/VIS emission
centred at 2.84eV, 3.25eV, 3.99eV and 4.49eV as shown in figure 5.6 labelled 1 to 4
respectively. Previously reported results have indicated only two bands are
responsible for this emission [64-66], however by consideration of the pump probe
results (section 5.5) this updated fitting procedure can be applied. There remain two
dominant broad bands at 3.25eV and 3.99eV (labelled as band 2 and 3). The lowest
and highest energy emission bands, that of 2.84eV and 4.49eV (labelled as band 1 and
band 4) exist as lower intensity emissions with the presence of band 1 marked by a
shoulder upon the low energy side of band 2, whereas that of band 4 is observed as a
deviation in the emission towards the high energy tail of band 3.
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The DUV emission of h-BN can be fitted by three narrow Gaussian bands centred at
5.32eV, 5.49eV and 5.62eV as shown in the inset figure 5.6. These bands are of
similar energy to that reported in the literature, however the free exciton emission
(5.77eV) is absent. This would suggest the DUV bands indicated are exclusively due
to bound exciton emission.

For the case of c-BN four Gaussian bands centred at 2.98eV, 3.28eV, 3.95eV and
4.32eV are fitted within the broad UV/VIS emission as shown in figure 5.7, labelled
as 1 to 4 respectively. All the bands overlap one another and are consistent with those
reported in the literature. The relative intensities of the bands have been reported to
differ between sample batches and as such the dominant bands observed here may not
be representative of all c-BN samples [64]. For the case of this sample (10-20μm cBN) the two dominant bands are at 3.28eV and 3.95eV (2 and 3).
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5.3.3.1 Raman spectroscopy and phonon structure

(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.8 – The raman spectroscopy results of the (i) h-BN powder and (ii) 10-20μm c-BN samples.

The Raman spectra for both samples are shown in figure 5.8. Data was collected using
an anti-stokes Raman spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon, Labram) at HeNe laser
wavelength 632.8nm. The h-BN was found to have a single Raman active line at
1366cm-1, whereas c-BN had lines at 1056cm-1 and 1306cm-1. For c-BN the two lines
were fitted by single Lorentzian functions with narrow FWHM of 7cm-1, indicating
the material of be of extremely high bulk purity. However, for the case of h-BN, the
Raman line had an anisotropic structure with a tail extending to low energies. This
was fitted with two Lorentzian functions at 1363.5cm-1 and 1367.2cm-1. The presence
of low energy tails within Raman lines has been attributed to a superposition of
contributions from bulk and microcrystalline materials.
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The positions of the Raman active lines for both phases were in excellent agreement
with those reported in the literature (section 5.3.1).
The presence of phonon structure within the XEOL spectra of a material is an
indication of high purity. The XEOL emission of both phases exhibit phonon structure
as shown in figures 5.9 and 5.10 for h-BN and c-BN respectively. The phonon peaks
can be resolved for average energy separation and considered with relation to the
presented Raman spectra and FTIR spectra reported in the literature. Only LO
phonons strongly interact with light emission, due to the electo-optical effect [67],
thus the TO contributions will not considered.

Figure 5.9 – XEOL emission spectra of h-BN indicating phonon positions within regions labelled α
and β.

As shown in figure 5.9 the XEOL phonon structure of h-BN can be resolved as two
regions of distinct energy separation, labelled as α and β. Region α has an energy
separation of 70meV and is ascribed to the 2.84eV band (band 1). Region β has an
energy separation of 182meV and is ascribed to the 3.25eV band (band 2). As would
be expected the phonon structure is observed on the high energy side of the respective
bands, however the zero phonon energy cannot be identified in either instance. The
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higher energy bands of 3.99eV and 4.49eV (3 and 4) do not display any clear phonon
contribution. Considering the phonon structure with reference to the Raman
spectroscopy, the 1366cm-1 line corresponds to an energy separation of 169meV
which is in reasonable agreement to region β. However, the phonon structure of
region α does not have a corresponding Raman line. The reported FTIR active line at
780cm-1 corresponds to an energy separation of 90meV, which would suggest a
greater separation than that observed. However, it is possible that the phonon
contribution responsible for region α is due to this out of plane IR active phonon.

Figure 5.10 – XEOL emission spectra of c-BN with phonon positions indicated

For the case of c-BN, strong phonon contribution exists across the entire XEOL
emission as shown in figure 5.10. The average energy separation of the phonon
structure is 152meV which is in agreement to that previously reported. However there
is also additional contribution of lower energy phonons (125meV) leading to
increased broadening of replicas away from the zero order emission (high energy tail
of band) [64]. The LO Raman line at 1306cm-1 corresponds to an energy of 162meV,
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in close agreement with the energy separation observed, although it does not account
for the lower energy contributions. The observed phonon structure is likely to be due
to the superposition of phonons from each overlapping emission band, thus giving rise
to the relatively broad peaks (~150meV).

5.3.4 Summary

The XEOL emission reported here is typical for that of both phases, however the
resolution is much improved such that extra phonon related contribution can be
identified. The convoluted UV/VIS emission of both phases is similar, although at this
time it cannot be concluded that the defects responsible are the same.
The XEOL phonon structure is observed in both phases, with that of the cubic phase
being more pronounced due to its greater crystallographic order. For both phases this
phonon structure within the light emission is unusual, with very few previously
reported cases [60].
The prime candidates for the UV/VIS luminescent emission are nitrogen vacancy and
impurity. The DUV bands of h-BN identified at near band gap energies are due to the
recombination of bound excitons.
Correlation of the Raman and FTIR lines to the XEOL was successful in ascribing the
observed phonon structures.
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5.4 Optically detected X-ray absorption studies

5.4.1 K-edge OD-XAS of Boron Nitride

XAS is an experimental method sensitive to bonding differences in materials of
identical atomic constituents. Therefore, it can be utilised to identify the bonding
differences between h-BN and c-BN. Optically detected XAS (OD-XAS) as described
in chapter 2 monitors the luminescent yield of a material (XEOL) as a function of
photon excitation energy. The area of greatest interest to this study is the initial
absorption edge onset (XANES region), in which the core 1s to lowest unoccupied
state resonance occurs. For the case of h-BN this is the anti-bonding π* orbital,
whereas for c-BN it is the anti-bonding σ* orbital. In this section the OD-XANES of
the BN samples are presented. CLASSIX1 was utilised to spatially investigate the
luminescent emission of c-BN crystals, linking abnormalities in the emission to
structural defects.

5.4.1.1 Previous research

The B and N K-edge XANES of BN has been the subject of several experimental
studies, although those using optical detection (OD-XAS) are relatively few. The
results of electron and fluorescent experimentation are still valid as reference to this
study, as it is only the detection mode which differs.
Due to only the B K-edge being studied as part of this thesis, the following literature
review will only concentrate upon its features. However, features of the B K-edge do
have equivalent N K-edge resonances, although these are less well defined.
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The B K-edge features of h-BN and c-BN are markedly different. For the case of hBN, there is a prominent π* resonance at 192eV prior to a doubly split σ* resonance
peaking at 198eV and 199eV [2, 38, 65, 66, 68]. Additional π* resonances have also
been reported, attributed to N vacancy and interstitial states around the B atoms.
Monitoring of the relative π* peak intensities whilst inducing increasing amounts of N
vacancy within the lattice provided evidence as to the origin of each resonance. N
vacancy peaks were identified at lower binding energies than the stoichiometric π*
resonance (192eV), whereas a single peak at higher binding energy was attributed to
an additional N bond (interstitial states) [2].
For the case of c-BN, the B K-edge features are solely due to σ* resonances. In the
XANES region there are two convoluted peaks present, an initial sharp peak at 194eV
superimposed upon a much broader peak centred at 198eV. The initial sharp σ*
resonance (194eV) has been ascribed to excitonic contribution (effectively increasing
the absorption), interestingly it is only present in the cubic polytype being entirely
absent from the similarly sp3 bonded wurtzite polytype. Unlike h-BN, the peaks of cBN have not been ascribed to separate defects within the lattice, this is due to the
overlap of resonances making up the continuum conduction states which the B1s-σ*
resonances represent [2, 38, 66, 68, 69].
Additional B1s-σ* resonances are reported to exist beyond 200eV for both phases,
however these are not of relevance to the present study.

Several studies have utilised B K-edge XAS to establish phase contributions in BN
materials, a selection from which are described below;
Berns et al [69], used NEXAFS to study CVD grown BN films, establishing h-BN
bonded contamination in otherwise c-BN bonded materials. Zhou et al [38], utilised
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the linear polarisation of synchrotron light to investigate the orientation of sp2 bonded
interface layers of c-BN films grown on Si and diamond coated Si surfaces. The sp2
basal layers were found to be normally orientated to the substrates, however the
contribution was greatly reduced on the diamond coated Si. Thus, c-BN was proven to
grow epitaxially on diamond. Hemraj-Benny et al [68], used NEXAFS to characterise
BN nanotubes showing them to be of high sp2 bonded crystallographic order (h-BN)
with low levels of defects.
All of these studies used electron and fluorescent detection methods. These methods
whilst established, are limited in application due to their fixed sampling depth;
electron yield probes only the surface (~5nm) of a sample, whereas fluorescent yield
is a bulk sensitive technique (~200nm). Thus both methods of detection need to be
employed simultaneously to effectively probe the chemistry of an entire sample. ODXAS on the other hand provides a workable solution, being able to differentiate
between surface and bulk contributions within the same data set. Evans et al [66],
used OD-XANES as a method of phase identification in mixed phase BN samples.
The h-BN luminescent contribution was shown to originate from the surface states;
Partial luminescent yield (PLY) OD-XAS was utilised to resolve separate emission
contributions from the crystals. The OD-XANES signal generated from the emission
in the DUV (226nm) displayed a purely positive h-BN signal, indicative of
luminescence from surface states.
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5.4.1.2 Experimental details

All experiments were carried out on beamline MPW6.1 at the SRS Daresbury with
CLASSIX1 used as the end chamber. The samples studied are summarised in table
5.1 (section 5.2).
The B K-edge was studied exclusively as the beamline flux over the N K-edge
(~400eV) was too weak for any detail to be resolved from the data. CLASSIX1 was
operated in CCD collection mode and the optics varied as described for the individual
results. The samples, adhered to the cold finger holder by conductive tape, were
cooled to ~30K and held in a vacuum of 10-8mBar. All experiments were conducted
for each sample with the beam position remaining constant, such that the same
crystals responsible for the emission were studied throughout.
The data was corrected for background and fluctuations to the beamline flux. The
background signal was recorded as an average CCD pixel intensity with the beamline
closed. A SiO2 sample was used to generate beamline flux measurements as a material
of linear response in the relevant energy range. XEOL measurements made with
CLASSIX1 were corrected for relative filter transmission response by the operating
software.
The results are organised as follows; The total area integrated results are presented
first, where the signal was taken to be the average CCD pixel intensity for each
energy step. Following this the spatially resolved XEOL and OD-XANES results are
presented, where the CCD signal was selectively filtered to investigate the
luminescent emission of individual crystals and areas of interest.
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5.4.1.3 Boron K-edge OD-XANES results

5.4.1.3.1 Volume-integrated OD-XANES

(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Figure 5.11 – B K-edge OD-XANES of (i) 100μm c-BN (ii) 10-20μm c-BN (iii) h-BN powder and (iv)
mixed phase BN. The anti-bonding B1s-π* and B1s-σ* resonances are indicated.

The boron K-edge OD-XANES of all the BN samples are shown in figure 5.11. All
the results were conducted in total luminescent yield (TLY) using the x10 visible
objective.
For the case of both c-BN samples the only contribution is that of B1s-σ* resonances
with the two peaks at 194eV and ~198eV. For h-BN, there is a strong B1s-π*
resonance at 191.71eV prior to the B1s-σ* resonances, which peak at 197.8eV and
199.2eV. The positions of the anti-bonding resonances of the pure phase materials are
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in excellent agreement with that reported in the literature as already described. The
mixed phase sample consists of small (>1μm) c-BN crystals with high levels of
hexagonal phase contamination. Therefore features of the mixed phase OD-XANES
are a superposition of h-BN and c-BN signals. The B1s-π* and B1s-σ* peaks are
positioned identically to that of h-BN (191.71eV) and c-BN (194eV, 198eV)
respectively. However, the relative intensities of the resonances are different to that of
the pure samples as would be expected.
On closer inspection, the B1s-π* resonances of h-BN and the mixed phase sample
contain additional peaks. Shown in figure 5.12 the inverted results indicate separate
B1s-π* resonances of both samples, which are fitted by a series of Gaussian peaks
(α,β,γ and δ). Peak α represents the stoichiometric B1s-π* (191.71eV) resonance, as
already described. Those of β and γ are located at higher energy (lower binding
energy) than α and are ascribed to the 1N and 2N vacancy defects respectively. Peak δ
is located at lower energy than α and is ascribed to an additional N bond due to
interstitial defects.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.12 – The fitted B K-Edge π* resonances of (i) h-BN and (ii) mixed phase samples. The
inverted data points (open circles) are fitted with Gaussian peaks (solid lines).
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The energy positions of the B1s-π* resonances of both samples are summarised in
table 5.2.

h-BN
Mixed phase

δ

α

β

191.09

191.71

192.28

191.71

192.32

γ

193.01

Table 5.2 – Energy positions of the B1s-π* resonances of h-BN and the mixed phase BN samples.

The position of the 1N vacancy defect (β) is of excellent agreement between the two
samples with the 2N (γ) vacancy resonance present only in the mixed phase sample.
Thus, the sp2 bonded material of the mixed phase sample must be of inferior
crystallographic quality to that of h-BN. This is in agreement with the conclusion of
sp2 bonded material on the surface terminations of the c-BN crystals as already
reported for this sample [66]. The average separation between these N vacancy peaks
is 0.62eV, which is in close agreement to that previously reported (0.63eV) [2, 38,
68].
The lower energy resonance (δ) is only resolved within the h-BN results, 0.62eV
below the stoichiometric peak. This peak has been ascribed to an additional N bond
(B bonded to four N) within the hexagonal lattice [2], however without appropriate
chemical analysis it is not possible to prove a higher N concentration for this sample.
In summary both samples have a prominent stoichiometric resonance centred at
191.71eV and are thus predominantly h-BN as oppose to other sp2 bonded polytypes.
The ability for OD-XANES to identify defects in materials is of little surprise as the
emission is defect related, however this is the first reported incidence.
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5.4.1.3.2 Spatially resolved XEOL and OD-XANES results

Spatial analysis of the luminescence was made, selectively investigating regions of
the samples’ surface. Regional selection returns average pixel intensity for a given
area. For the case of both c-BN samples, significant spatial variation of the
luminescent yield was observed. However, analysis of the h-BN and mixed phase
samples revealed no discernable variation in the luminescent signal across the surface.
Therefore, only the spatially resolved c-BN results are presented.

5.4.1.3.2.1 100μm c-BN results

Data was collected using the visible (x2, x10, x50) and UV (x80) transmitting
objectives. The x10 results displayed the best combination of depth of field (3.5μm),
pixel resolution (1.6μm2) and optical transmission and are therefore presented. An
image of the sample taken at 185eV in TLY is shown in figure 5.13, with the
sampling region within the beam line footprint indicated at x2 magnification. At x10
magnification individual ~100μm crystals can be clearly resolved. Image collection
times were adjusted to avoid CCD saturation. The crystals are of octahedral
morphology having dark colour and irregularities in size and shape [52].
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(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.13 – CCD images of 100μm c-BN taken at 185eV in TLY (intensity graph indicated in fake
colour). (i) Image at x2 magnification showing the beamline footprint (~ 2 x 2 mm) and sampling
area at x10 magnification (ii) Image at x10 magnification..

Narrowband (10nm) XEOL measurements are shown in figure 5.14. On review an
additional IR emission band can be resolved centred at 1.54eV of width 0.42eV. The
CLASSIX1 CCD detector is sensitive in the IR, more so than MoLES, thus IR is
available within the same scan as the UV and visible spectrum. The bands within the
broad UV/VIS emission cannot be definitively resolved, however the same bands as
reported for the 10-20μm (section 5.3) are likely to be present although with different
relative ratios.

Figure 5.14 – Narrowband XEOL of 100μm c-BN crystals at 185eV showing emission in the UV,
visible and IR using x80 UV objective.
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The origin of the luminescent emission can be visually assessed by filtering the
emission, probing individual emission bands. Filtered image results are shown in
figure 5.15. Images were taken using broadband (FWHM 50nm) 2.805eV (442nm)
and 1.540eV (805nm) filters whilst exciting at 185eV. By merging the two images,
areas of separate emission can be identified as shown in figure 5.15(iii).
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 5.15 – Images of 100μm c-BN crystals in partial luminescent yield (PLY) at 185eV (i)
2.805eV (442nm) and (ii) 1.540eV (805nm). Image (iii) displays a merger of (i) and (ii). Blue colour
indicates 2.805eV emission and red 1.540eV.
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At this juncture it is necessary to introduce a coherent labelling system describing
individual regions of interest within the results. Figure 5.16 displays four regions
(labelled A-D) and points within each. Points will hence be referred to with the
nomenclature of region then point, i.e. region B point (i) will be denoted as B(i).

Figure 5.16 – Labelling of specific regions of interest (A-D) and points therein.

The XEOL emission (figure 5.14) was spatially filtered to compare the emission from
different regions across the sample. Two facets D(i) and D(ii) of the same crystal D
were of typical response for the 2.805eV and 1.540eV emissions respectively. The
same luminescent bands are responsible for the emission from both facets. However,
the ratio between the visible and IR emission is markedly different, as shown in figure
5.17.
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Figure 5.17 – Spatially resolved XEOL comparison between D(i) and D(ii). The XEOL emission
ratio (visible:IR) of D(i) is 3.4:1 whereas that of D(ii) is 1:2

The spatially resolved XEOL results would suggest structural differences between
individual crystals and in some cases facets of the same crystals (region D). Thus,
spatially resolved B K-edge OD-XANES was employed to investigate the origins of
the visible and IR luminescent bands and any structural differences therein.
The OD-XANES results are presented and discussed for each region in turn. For
regions B and C only PLY OD-XANES at 2.805eV (442nm) could be attained due to
a lack of signal at 1.540eV (805nm). Point scans represent an average pixel intensity
over an area of 9 x 9 pixels (14.06μm x 14.06μm).
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Region A

For the case of region A, a thin facet boundary could be observed displaying emission
at both 2.805eV and 1.540eV. The B K-edge OD-XANES results for region A are
shown in figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18 – TLY and PLY B K-edge OD-XANES results for region A.

The TLY displays a typical c-BN signal with a quenching response at the absorption
edge, indicative of an optically thick sample. There is no B1s-π* contribution pre
edge, thus this region must be considered purely sp3 bonded. In PLY the OD-XAS
varies between the 2.805eV and 1.540eV emission. For 2.805eV, the signal is exactly
that of the TLY, however at 1.540eV the signal has a positive edge response. The
1.540eV signal is still that of c-BN although convoluted due to partial inversion, this
suggests that the IR contribution originates from surface states in this region.
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Region B

(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.19 – The volume integrated TLY OD-XANES, (i) of region B and (ii) fitting of pre-edge
resonance.

For the case of region B, a single crystal facet is observed, however it is unclear
whether this is part of a larger crystal or a shard. The TLY of the entire region is
shown in figure 5.19(i). Prior to the edge there is a small positive B1s-π* resonance
indicative of sp2 contribution, this is fitted by a Gaussian curve in figure 5.19(ii)
centred at 190.9eV FWHM 0.35eV. This resonance is of higher binding energy than
that due to the hexagonal phase (191.7eV) or any of the additional N bonded B π*
states. With reference to the literature, carbon states within boron carbon nitride
(BCN) have been shown to exhibit B1s-π* resonances of this energy [70]. Therefore
due to its positive response and energy it can be ascribed to sp2 bonded C states
located at the crystal surface.
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Figure 5.20 – TLY of region B points (i) to (v)

The TLY OD-XANES of points B(i) to B(v) are summarised in figure 5.20. There is
clearly large spatial variation in the OD-XANES response across the region. The C
bonded sp2 peak is present for all points indicating unilateral contribution.
Background luminescent emission is dependent upon the thickness of a sample, i.e.
the amount of luminescent material present. The background signal can be seen to
vary significantly within region B, B(v) displays the greatest background signal,
therefore this is the point of greatest optical density and therefore thickness. The
signal decays towards the extremities of the facet clearly indicating a decrease in
sample thickness. The signal of points B(ii), B(iii) and B(iv) have increasingly
positive edge response again indicative of a thin sample. Previous studies have
reported sample thickness effects, however none have shown variation within a single
crystal [71]. Region B is therefore a shard rather than a thick crystal.
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Region C

Region C is a relatively large (~ 200 x 100μm) crystal having a single observable
facet. Two points are investigated within region C; C(i) is centrally located within the
facet and C(ii) is at its extremity.

Figure 5.21 – TLY OD-XAS of region C and points therein.

The TLY OD-XANES of the entire region and points C(i) and C(ii) is shown in figure
5.21, the 2.805eV PLY mirrored TLY results, hence only the TLY are shown here.
There are no sp2 contributions prior to the absorption edge, thus region C must be of
high sp3 purity. Additionally the OD-XANES results are all of negative absorption
edge response indicative of an optically thick material. The OD-XANES of points
C(i) and C(ii) differ in their post edge response; For point C(i), the characteristic 1sσ* resonances are present, however these are absent from C(ii). Therefore there are
less structural effects contributing to the C(ii) signal, this is due to the surface states of
the facet termination being of poor crystallographic order. The TLY of the entire
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region is dominated by the emission of the facet as indicated by C(i). This is to be
expected due to the relative area difference between the facet and its termination.

Region D

Region D is a single crystal of excellent octahedral morphology. As described above
the luminescent emission from both the observed facets differs, with that of D(i)
dominant in the visible and that of D(ii) dominant in the IR.
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 5.22 – TLY and PLY OD-XAS of region D, (i) results taken over the whole region (ii) results
from facet D(i) and (iii) results from facet D(ii).
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The TLY and PLY OD-XAS of region D is summarised in figure 5.22. There are no
sp2 contributions within the OD-XAS indicating a purely sp3 bonded crystal. The
TLY and 2.805eV PLY were negative in response at the edge, however the 1.540eV
PLY has a small positive response prior to the edge. This would suggest the visible
emission is due to bulk states, whereas the IR emission is due to surface states. The
TLY OD-XANES of both facets are identical and indicative of an optically thick
sample. However, the PLY does differ in relative intensity between D(i) and D(ii) as
would be expected with reference to the XEOL.
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5.4.1.3.2.2 10-20μm c-BN results

Experiments were conducted using the x80 objective, as it gave the best possible pixel
resolution (0.2μm2), although for this case individual crystals could not be easily
resolved. The image shown as an inset to figure 5.23 indicates the region under
investigation in TLY.

Figure 5.23 – OD-XAS of 10-20μm c-BN in TLY, corresponding luminescent image of sample taken
at 185eV shown as inset.

Narrowband XEOL analysis of the 10-20μm c-BN as shown in figure 5.24, agreed
with that obtained via MoLES (section 5.3) with additional IR emission centred at
1.57eV (FWHM 0.24eV), of similar position to that observed for the 100μm crystals.
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Figure 5.24 – Narrowband XEOL of 10-20μm c-BN at 185eV

Spatially resolved PLY OD-XANES was conducted at energies of 4.079eV (304nm),
2.465eV (503nm) and 1.540eV (805nm) using broadband filters (FWHM 50nm) as
shown in figure 5.25. Included as an inset to each result is the corresponding image of
the sample taken in partial luminescent yield.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 5.25 – PLY OD-XANES of the 10-20μm c-BN (i) 4.079eV (304nm), (ii) 2.465eV (503nm) and
(iii) 1.540eV (805nm)
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It can be observed from the images that the 4.079eV and 2.465eV emission bands
have distinctly separate origins, whereas the emission from the 1.540eV band cannot
be resolved due to a lack of signal. This would suggest the luminescent emission of
individual crystals and possibly facets of the same crystals differ quite significantly.
The PLY OD-XANES are invariant of emission, all displaying the typical edge
response observed in TLY. Thus the 10-20μm BN crystals are of extremely high sp3
purity with no surface related contributions present at any emission energy.

5.4.1.4 Discussion of spatially resolved OD-XANES results of c-BN samples

The spatially resolved XEOL and OD-XANES have shown significant variation in the
luminescent emission and structure for which the total volume-integrated signal gave
no indication. The IR emission previously unknown for either c-BN sample was
shown to be an indication of poor crystal quality, being mainly located at surface
terminations in the 100μm sample. The relative intensities of the IR emission between
the 100μm and 10-20μm samples (UV/VIS:IR) were calculated to be 1.5:1 and 7.7:1
respectively, indicating a much higher concentration within the 100μm sample. The
energy position of the IR emission ~1.6eV is in close agreement to that reported for
spurious Ca catalyst doping during in synthesis [32]. Thus, the difference in IR
emission between the samples suggested the 10-20μm to be of higher purity than the
100μm sample.
For the case of the 100μm c-BN, carbon surface contamination was exclusively
identified in one crystal (region B), demonstrating the power of spatially resolved
OD-XANES to identify relatively small areas of difference within samples of high
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purity. Thickness effects due to optically thin regions were shown to exist, however
these become diluted by the dominant bulk signal in total emission.
For the case of the 10-20μm c-BN, variation in the emission band origins was
observed. However the sample displayed unilateral OD-XANES response indicating
optically thick crystals of extremely high sp3 purity.
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5.4.2 Luminescent determination of the band gap energies of h-BN and c-BN

As described earlier (section 5.1) the band gap energies of both phases are of some
dispute. In this study OD-XAS was implemented to investigate the band gap energies
of h-BN and c-BN whilst exciting with VUV radiation (5-20eV).

5.4.2.1 Previous research

Experimental Technique

Eg hBN (eV)

X-ray photo-electron

3.6

[72]

spectroscopy

3.85 ± 0.5

[73]

Optical reflectivity

5.2 ± 0.2

[74]

Optical absorption spectra

Eg cBN (eV)
6.2

[44]

5.2

[75]

> 6.4

[76]

3.9

[77]

6.1 ± 0.2

[80]

4.3

[78]

6.27 ± 0.02

[81]

5.79 ± 0.1

[51]

5.83

[79]

4.02 ± 0.01

[49]

6.25

[84]

≥ 5.5

[82]

5.89

[83]

5.971

[30]

Photo-conductivity spectra

5.8

[85]

Inelastic electron

5.9

[86]

7.1 ± 0.1

[87]

Optical emission spectra

scattering
Temperature dependent
electrical resistivity

Table 5.3 – Experimental values for the band gap energies of h-BN and c-BN taken from the
literature.
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The band gap energies of both h-BN and c-BN are of some dispute with
experimentally obtained values varying substantially for both phases, as summarised
in table 5.3.
The band gap energies of h-BN are spread dramatically from a minimum of 3.6eV to
a maximum of 7.1eV. Whereas, with the omission of the smallest value (5.2eV), the
band gap energies of c-BN are in reasonable agreement, all reporting magnitudes in
the 6.1eV to 6.4eV range. This variation of the band gap energies in both phases can
be attributed to a combination of effects, including differences in sample quality and
experimental technique.
Sample quality differences can be marked, with the presence of phase anisotropy and
atomic contamination in both h-BN and c-BN commonplace [3, 88]. In the case of hBN the synthesis of sp2 bonded polytypes is thermally dependent, thus structural
changes can be transitional and samples may not be purely a single polytype. For the
case of c-BN, unwanted sp2 bonded regions are common. HPHT c-BN materials are
usually of the purest crystalline order with sp2 regions having a tendency to be located
mainly at surface terminations, grain boundaries and thin film substrate interfaces [38,
69]. Thus techniques which only probe surface states could lead to erroneous
conclusions with regards to c-BN electronic structure.
Atomic sample contamination introduced during synthesis is also common in BN.
Species, such as those used as dopants and catalysts can cause donor or acceptor
states to exist within the band gap, thus any interaction with unknown defects could
result in an underestimation of the band gap energy.
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5.4.2.2 Experimental details

Experiments were carried out on beamline 3.2 at the SRS Daresbury using
CLASSIX1 as the end chamber. The 10-20μm c-BN and h-BN powder were
investigated, having been proven to be the purest materials by OD-XANES. All the
samples were adhered to the cold finger with conductive tape and were of thickness
far greater than the radiation penetration depth. The samples were cooled to ~30K and
held in a vacuum of 10-8mBar. In order to cut out any reflected synchrotron light, the
luminescent signal was filtered using UG11 and BG11 (Schott) filters, defining a
narrow detection window of bandwidth 0.74eV centred at 3.44eV. CLASSIX1 was
operated in CCD collection mode, the beam aligned to the samples using reflected
light.
The data was corrected for background signal and beamline flux. The background
emission levels were recorded with the beamline closed and beamline flux
measurement made from a sodium silicate (Na2SiO3) sample.
The luminescent signal was too weak to obtain images of the substrates whilst
scanning. Thus results presented are obtained from volume-integration over the whole
CCD area.
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5.4.2.3 Results

(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.26 – Band edge OD-XAS of (i) h-BN and (ii) c-BN in the excitation energy range 5-20eV
whilst detecting at 3.44eV ± 0.37eV.

The wide scan results are shown in figure 5.26. There are three distinct features
labelled α, β and γ which correlate to separate electronic processes. The luminescent
efficiency of both phases reduces significantly in the post 10eV region (denoted by γ),
as expected with reference to the dielectric constant and subsequent energy losses. BN
as already mentioned has an ionic structure, thus its dielectric constant is anisotropic
leading to strong energy losses in the energy range 8-20eV [10, 89]. Additionally for
the case of c-BN the absorption coefficient has been reported to increase significantly
post 10eV which would also cause a drop in the luminescent efficiency [80].
(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.27 – Band edge OD-XAS of (a) h-BN and (b) c-BN showing determination of band gap
energy (Eg) and associated fitted curves for each.
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The features labelled α denote the band gap energy, the structures of which are
analysed in greater detail in the energy range 5-7eV as shown in figure 5.27. There is
clearly a marked difference in the band edge luminescence of the two phases, hence
they must be considered separately.
For the case of h-BN, the band edge has the form of a peak superimposed upon a
rising background continuum. Once this background is removed the data can be fitted
by consideration of the luminescent emission spectra, as presented in section 5.3. If it
is assumed that h-BN has an acceptor centre at 5.62eV below the conduction band
edge (responsible for the DUV emission) and if this state is partially occupied an
increase in the charge available to the lower energy luminescent recombination would
be expected as the excitation energy is scanned across it. Therefore the energy
dependent coefficient of absorption  (E) , will vary by excitation between a Gaussian
distributed state 5.62eV (FWHM 0.2eV) below a parabolic conduction band
( ( E  Eg ) ) in terms of density of states (DOS). In this instance the luminescent
intensity L(E) is described as a function of photons absorbed where;

L( E)  (1  exp(d ))

(5.1)

The value d represents the sample thickness, which in this case is much greater than
the penetration depth of the incident VUV radiation. This is plotted as curve (i) figure
5.27(i), clearly fitting the onset of the peak to 5.96eV after which it plateaus. Above
5.96eV the luminescent signal exponentially decays, fitted as curve (ii). This point of
intersection is indicative of the band edge, as the absorption efficiency is significantly
increased due to the fundamental band to band absorption, akin in character to the
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response observed at the K-edge absorption energy. Thus the band gap energy is
identified as the convergence of these two fitted curves at 5.96eV ± 0.04eV.
For the case of c-BN, the band gap determination is relatively straightforward due to
the absence of shallow acceptor centres. Sub band gap the luminescent signal
increases exponentially, fitted as curve (i) figure 5.27(ii). This is indicative of an
Urbach tail, where anisotropic bond perturbations create a low density of sub band
gap transitions [90, 91]. The band gap energy is observed as the deviation of the
Urbach tail at 6.36eV ± 0.03eV, where the fundamental band to band absorption
dominates the spectra. Above the band gap energy the luminescent emission can be
linearly fitted by curve (ii), as shown in figure 5.27(ii).

5.4.2.4 Discussion

The optical band gap energies for both phases can be considered with reference to the
theoretical band structure (section 5.1.3).
For h-BN, the band gap energy of 5.96eV corresponds to the direct (or quasi-direct)
transition, reported to be at either H or K [89]. A second direct transition of ~8.9eV is
predicted at Γ, the feature labelled as β in figure 5.26(i) has an energy of 7.9eV which
could correlate to this transition.
For c-BN, the band gap energy of 6.36eV corresponds to the indirect Γ-Χ transition
[45]. Due to the indirect nature of the band gap phonon contribution must occur,
however no evidence of this can be ascertained from the results presented here. A
second direct ~8.7eV transition is predicted at Γ, which could correspond to the
luminescent yield reduction at 7.9eV labelled β in figure 5.26(ii).
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The band energies of both phases can be considered with reference to the literature.
As summarised in table 5.3, the nearest values of the band gap energies of h-BN and
c-BN are 5.971eV [30] and 6.25eV [84] respectively. These values correspond to
minimum energy differences between those reported in this thesis to those in the
literature of 0.011eV and 0.110eV for h-BN and c-BN respectively. Interestingly
these closest values were both determined from the threshold of OL and are therefore
estimations subject to considerable conjecture. The quality of the materials
investigated in the literature is also of question as many of the articles date from more
than two decades ago.
The band gap energies reported in this thesis are the first using VUV OD-XAS, thus
probing the fundamental band to band absorption by scanning the excitation energy
across it. Taking into consideration the quality of the materials under investigation,
the resolution of the data and the nature of the luminescent signal at the band gap
energy the values reported represent definitive measurements.
In summary, the optical band gap energies of h-BN and c-BN were determined to be
5.96 ± 0.04eV and 6.36eV ± 0.04eV respectively using synchrotron based OD-XAS
techniques.
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5.5 Pump probe measurement of optically stimulated defect states

As described in Chapter 2 pump probe (PP) spectroscopy is an experimental method
of investigation into the charge trapping dynamics of luminescent materials. Due to
the wide band gap of BN the usual method of laser-laser PP is inadequate. In this
instance synchrotron radiation can be utilised as the pump excitation source. The
results presented here investigate the charge trapping dynamics of the 10-20μm c-BN
and h-BN powder samples.

5.5.1 Previous research

Previous PP studies of BN have shown interesting results relating to the charge
trapping dynamics of BN.
In 2005, Poolton et al [92] demonstrated the potential of PP measurements upon c-BN
and other wide band gap materials in an initial study of the technique using SR as the
pump excitation source. Using a laser probe of energy 2.33eV (532nm) the nonresonant synchrotron induced XEOL was shown to be significantly quenched by the
probe.
Following this work the same author studied the PP interaction of laser probes upon
the XEOL and OD-XAS of h-BN [65]. Three laser probes of energies of 3.069eV
(404nm), 2.331eV (532nm) and 1.494eV (830nm) were utilised. Results successfully
defined the dynamics of the transient PP interactions and recovery to equilibrium
following laser removal.
The following experimental results build upon these previous studies utilising a quasituneable laser source in conjunction with SR, mapping the PP-XEOL interaction as a
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function of probe energy. Results are used to define the energy of the intra-band gap
defect level above the valence band maxima.

5.5.2 Experimental details

m

m

PMT
Shutter
Filter
Laser

delay/gate
board

PC

Figure 5.28 – Diagram of the Pump probe experimental set-up, depicting the control paths of the
system.

The experiments contained within this section were conducted on beamline MPW6.1
at the SRS Daresbury. The experimental set-up is diagrammatically represented in
figure 5.28. CLASSIX1 was used as the end chamber orientated to the synchrotron
beam in the usual manner. The class 4 quasi-tuneable laser source (SRS/Manchester
University) was used as the probe for all experiments contained within this section.
The source based upon a Ti:sapphire laser, allows a user to select energies within
regions spanning the UV (240-333nm), visible (360-520nm) and near IR (6901080nm) regions of the spectrum at constant power, polarisation and coherence, thus
having major advantages over single wavelength lasers. Shutter controlled, the laser
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source entered the beam line upstream of CLASSIX1 through a UHV sapphire
window impinging upon a focussing mirror. Both the synchrotron and laser beams
were focussed at the sample with the laser overfilling the synchrotron footprint
(1x0.4mm) completely. In order to optimise luminescent detection, CLASSIX1 was
operated in PMT collection mode (Hamamatsu R758-10). The luminescent emission
was filtered to remove laser probe breakthrough from the data, as indicated in figure
5.29.

(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.29 – Annotated XEOL spectra for (i) h-BN and (ii) c-BN excited at fixed photon energy of
185eV at ~ 10K. The pump probe detection window is indicated together with the laser probe
energies.

A detection window of bandwidth 0.74eV centred at 3.44eV was defined by colour
glass filters UG11 and BG39 (Schott) applied in combination. The position of the
detection window is critical as it must be at lower energy than the band edge (~6eV)
but higher than that of the laser probes. This orientation ensures the signal recorded is
due to the interaction of the probe with the charge generated by the pump and not
solely the result of probe interactions. Data recording and laser shutter control was
maintained by delay/gate boards (Becker and Hickl DDG-200 and PMS-400A)
operated with a square wave of 2 second periodicity. The data was recorded at a
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sampling rate of 10ms triggered by the laser shutter signal at the start of each sweep,
thus ensuring the same collection window for each laser cycle. Collection was made
over five hundred laser cycle iterations and averaged for each time step to generate
the experimental signal. Laser probe energies were selected within obtainable regions
as summarised in table 5.4.

Laser Region

Energy (eV)

Wavelength (nm)

Power (mW)

Visible

3.024

410

200

360-500nm

2.918

425

205

2.825

439

200

2.627

472

200

2.427

511

70

Near IR

1.529

811

202

690-1100nm

1.127

1100

164

Table 5.4 – Summary of laser probe energies

The samples, adhered to the sample stage with conductive tape, were of greater
thickness than the X-ray penetration depth of the synchrotron beam (~0.2mm), thus
ensuring conditions of total photon absorption. The orientation of the crystals was
deliberately disordered to negate any angular dependence due to the linear
polarisation of the synchrotron and laser sources, therefore the results are the
consequence of average interactions over all directional orientations. Samples were
cooled to ~30K and positioned in the combined beam with use of CLASSIX1
integrated optics and CCD detector. All experiments were conducted for each sample
with its position maintained relative to the beam throughout the entire run.
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5.5.3 Results

The entire scan results for both h-BN and c-BN are shown in figures 5.30 and 5.31
respectively. The data was corrected to the initial pump only equilibrium intensity
I0,XEOL in terms of percentage change. The results are considered in two regions, that
of pump probe and pump-only as indicated. Both regions have distinctive
characteristics as described in Chapter 2.

Figure 5.30 – Summary of hBN pump probe results, displaying full scan data at each laser probe
energy. Pump probe and pump only regions indicated either side of the laser off position (dashed
line) situated at time equal to 1 second.
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Figure 5.31 – Summary of c-BN pump probe results, displaying full scan data at each laser probe
energy. Pump probe and pump only regions indicated either side of the laser off position (dashed
line) situated at time equal to 1 second.

5.5.3.1 Pump probe interaction

The value of I0PP was taken to be the point of equilibrium following the initial OSL
decay, and was recorded as percentage difference from that of I0,XEOL.
The determination of I0PP for each laser probe is shown in figures 5.32 and 5.33 for
h-BN and c-BN respectively.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

Figure 5.32 – h-BN pump probe results; plots (i) to (vii) display the determination of pump and
probe equilibrium (I0PP), expressed as percentage change in luminescence from that of pump only
equilibrium (set as zero).
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 5.33 – c-BN pump probe results; plots (i) to (iii) display the determination of pump and probe
equilibrium (I0PP), expressed as percentage change in luminescence from that of pump only
equilibrium (set as zero).

5.5.3.2 Pump only recovery

The pump-only recovery results are plotted in figures 5.34 and 5.35 for h-BN and cBN respectively. Data was plotted with time set to zero at the start of the pump-only
region.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

(vii)

Figure 5.34 – Recovery of h-BN luminescent signal to pump only equilibrium following laser probe
switch off. Solid lines indicate fitting.
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(i)

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 5.35 – Recovery of c-BN luminescent signal to pump only equilibrium following laser probe
switch off. Solid lines indicate fitting.

5.5.4 Discussion

The results are considered in the two regions of pump probe and pump only and will
be discussed separately.

5.5.4.1 Pump probe discussion

From comparison between the data sets of the two samples it can clearly be seen that
c-BN has a much greater OSL contribution than that of h-BN. There is therefore more
charge located in the OSL traps of c-BN with which the probe interacts. This implies
that the trapping sites within c-BN are better defined and isotropic than those of hBN. It is noted that the pump probe OSL decay can be fitted, but as it is a measure of
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trap absorption cross section having little relevance to this study. The position of I0PP
is due to two competing conditions; the first being the continual resonance of the OSL
traps (increasing luminescent emission) and the second due to the excitation of
electrons from the valence band states to acceptor defect states located within the
band gap (quenching luminescent emission). The values of I0PP are determined as the
position of equilibrium for each laser energy as shown in figures 5.32 and 5.33 for hBN and c-BN respectively. By mapping the position of I0PP as a function of probe
energy it is possible to define the energy of the defect state in relation to the valence
band maxima as the point of maximum quenching, as shown in figure 5.36(i) and
5.36(ii) for h-BN and c-BN respectively.
(i)

(ii)

Figure 5.36 – I0PP against laser probe energy (i) h-BN and (ii) c-BN.

The energy of the defect state in h-BN was determined to be 2.87eV ± 0.05eV above
the valence band. The energy of the defect state in c-BN was determined to be centred
at 2.63eV ± 0.20eV above the valence band. The larger error associated with the c-BN
result is due to there being less data points across the resonance. By subtracting the
defect energy from the band gap energy (Eg as determined in section 5.4.2) it is
possible to establish the resultant energy of the associated luminescent band, as
summarised in table 5.5.
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h-BN

c-BN

Band gap Eg

5.96

6.36

Defect state

2.87

2.63

Emission band

3.09

3.73

Table 5.5 – Determination of luminescent emission band energy due to defect acceptor state as per
PP results.

The emission energy calculated from the PP results is correlated with the XEOL
spectra of both h-BN and c-BN in figures 5.37 and 5.38 respectively.

Figure 5.37 – XEOL of h-BN with energy of emission due to PP defect indicated.
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Figure 5.38 – XEOL of c-BN with energy of emission due to PP defect indicated.

For the case of h-BN the emission energy of 3.09eV falls close to the high energy tail
of the first emission band centred at 2.84eV. The resonant quenching of luminescent
emission was measured as between the laser probe energies of 2.918eV and 2.825eV
as shown in figure 5.36(i), where the value of I0PP remained relatively constant for
both. The defect state has therefore a convoluted form which can be fitted by a
Gaussian peak of centre 2.87eV and FWHM of 0.31eV. It is concluded that this defect
state is responsible for the lowest energy emission band of h-BN (band 1, figure 5.37).
The phonon structure (section 5.3) can be used to predict higher energy phonon
positions. If it is assumed that the defect state energy refers to the zero phonon of the
first emission band, then the value 3.09eV is within 0.01eV of that predicted.

For the case of c-BN, there is a marked resonance at the laser probe energy of
2.627eV as shown in figure 5.36(ii), this yields an emission energy of 3.73eV when
subtracted from the band gap energy (6.36eV). When correlated with the XEOL of cBN the emission energy due to this defect lies at the high energy tail of the low
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energy emission band at 2.98eV (band 1, figure 5.38). This is the interaction of the
laser with the zero phonon state of the defect, which is predicted to be located at
3.717eV in the same manner as that described for h-BN.

The likely candidate for the defect states of both phases is nitrogen vacancy, as this
has been theoretically shown to yield partially occupied mid band gap states in both hBN and c-BN [26]. However as already mentioned the defect states of BN are as yet
not definitively known. Unfortunately this work can only speculate upon the origins
of the luminescent emission.
When compared to one another the PP results of h-BN and c-BN are quite different.
For c-BN the defect state is easily resolved with a large resonance, whereas the
resonance is less well defined for h-BN. This could be due to the difference in the
crystallographic order of the materials; c-BN displays stronger phonon contribution in
its XEOL emission. This would suggest that the defect states of c-BN are more clearly
defined than those of h-BN. The PP quenching of c-BN was almost an order of
magnitude greater than that of h-BN, there was therefore a greater interaction with the
detected luminescent emission for c-BN compared to that of h-BN. Comparison of the
emission bands being probed to the detection window reveals the reason for this
discrepancy. The window of detection simultaneously monitors all of the overlapping
emission bands of c-BN, whereas it almost completely omits that of the first emission
band in h-BN. As the interaction has been attributed to the first emission band in both
phases it is clear that the detection window for h-BN was the cause of the weaker
signal.
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5.5.4.2 Pump only discussion

The pump-only region describes the system’s recovery to steady state XEOL
equilibrium, I0,XEOL. The recovery is essentially exponential in shape due to the retrapping of electrons at the OSL centres, thus electrons are becoming increasingly
available to the XEOL process as the traps refill. It must be noted that the initial burst
of luminescent emission when the laser probe is activated is directly dependent upon
the length of time the traps are given to refill. Therefore, if the laser is activated
before the XEOL signal has fully recovered the initial burst will be of less magnitude
than if allowed to recover fully [65].

If there is only a single OSL trap present the pump-only region could be described by
an exponential recovery to equilibrium, whereas if more than one OSL trap is active
the recovery could be described as a sum of exponentials. However, the real case is
more complex due to the variation of synchrotron radiation power with sampling
depth, thus even the distribution of a single trap would be anisotropic. It is therefore
necessary to implement a stretched exponential function [93] to model the recovery
satisfactorily as described by the equation;

I (t )  I 0, XEOL (1   (exp  ( .t )  ))

(5.2)

Where  and  represent the constants of re-trapping dynamics;  is the number of
relative traps available and  is the re-trapping rate. The value  represents a
distribution of exponentials.
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This equation was fitted to the pump-only recoveries of h-BN and c-BN as shown in
figures 5.34 and 5.35 respectively. The fitting parameters are summarised in tables 5.6
and 5.7 for h-BN and c-BN respectively.

Recovery kinetics – pump only
Laser
Probe
η

ε

μ

3.024eV (410nm)

0.0612

6.18

0.39

2.918eV (425nm)

0.0869

6.57

0.44

2.825eV (439nm)

0.0869

4.76

0.52

2.627eV (472nm)

0.0516

2.94

0.58

2.427eV (511nm)

0.0327

1.51

0.59

1.529eV (811nm)

0.0282

1.83

0.54

1.127eV (1100nm)

0.0183

0.79

0.51

Table 5.6 – Summary of fitting parameters for hBN luminescent recovery post laser switch off, as
plotted in figure 5.31.
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Recovery kinetics – pump only
Laser
Probe
η

ε

μ

2.825eV (439nm)

0.482

3.467

0.847

2.627eV (472nm)

0.540

3.630

0.883

2.427eV (511nm)

0.413

3.655

0.903

Table 5.7 – Summary of fitting parameters for cBN luminescent recovery post laser switch off, as
plotted in figure 5.32.

The value of  is merely the initial position of the signal immediately following the
laser switch off transient. The transient is the instantaneous quenching of the XEOL
signal as the laser is removed, due to the reactivation of the electron traps. For h-BN
the transient is observed as a further ~2% reduction whereas for c-BN it is ~20%. If
these values are compared to the position of I0PP this represents a relative transient of
27% for h-BN and 58% for c-BN. This large difference is further proof of the
increased proportion of deep trapping centres in the cubic phase.
The re-trapping rates (  ) vary due to the initial positions of  and are of little
physical relevance, however the values of  are important. The values of  are
relatively invariant of the preceding laser probe for both phases. This suggests that in
each case the same traps are responsible for the recovery regardless of probe energy.
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Chapter 6
Organic Thin Films

Investigations of organic thin films were made using NEXAFS and photo-luminescent
(PL) techniques. Following an introduction to organic semi-conducting materials the
results are ordered as follows; In section 6.2 the angular resolved NEXAFS, PL and
OD-NEXAFS of spin coated polymers are presented. In section 6.3 the PL and ODNEXAFS of electrospray deposited organic thin films are presented.

6.1 Organic semi-conducting materials

With the discovery of conducting polymers in the 1970s by Macdiarmid, Heeger and
Shirakawa [1], organic materials suddenly became regarded as a potential alternative
to inorganic semi-conducting materials. Further investigations throughout the 1980s
defined the characteristics of numerous conducting polymers, accelerating the interest
in polymer based electronics [2-4]. A testament to the importance of conductive
polymers was made in 2000, when the trio of Macdiarmid, Heeger and Shirakawa
were awarded the Nobel Prize for chemistry [5].
Localised and polarisation phenomena dominate the physics of charged excitation and
transport in organic materials [6]. Conducting organic materials all share a common
bonding characteristic, that of conjugation, where alternate single and double carbon
bonds are contained within the structure, usually indicated by the presence of
aromatic rings. Double carbon bonds within conjugated organic materials donate
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delocalised pz electrons to inter-atomic π bonds which form above and below the
molecular plane. The bonding and antibonding states of the π bonds create the highest
occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
(LUMO) defining a band gap within the material [7]. It is through these delocalised π
bonds that charge transfer takes place, although the mechanisms are markedly
different to that of inorganic materials. Organic molecules can be considered as self
contained entities which when deposited in a film interact weakly with one another.
Therefore, charge carrier conduction relies upon the hopping of charges between
molecules or along the chain in the case of polymers [8]. The nature of charge
transport has been described as polar (polarons) where a charged particle is
transferred with an associated charge cloud of opposite polarity [9].
Visible light emission (1.5-3eV) occurs when charges recombine across an optical
transition, which for organic materials is localised to the π-π* transitions. Therefore
the light emission of organic molecules is an intrinsic property rather than a defect
related property as in many inorganic materials. A representation of the dynamics of
electroluminescence in an organic LED (OLED) is shown in figure 6.1.
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Figure 6.1 – The system of electroluminescence in organic materials, reproduced from [10]; (1)
charge carrier injection (2) charge carrier transport (3) formation of excitons (4) radiative
recombination of exciton at optical transition. (ΦA – anode work function, ΦC – cathode work
function, Φh – hole injection barrier, Φe – electron injection barrier, Φbi – built-in potential, ν –
effective applied voltage, V – applied voltage, q – elementary charge)

The first light emission from an organic material was reported in the early 1960s by
Pope et al [11]. Although the quantum efficiency was extremely low (0.01%) this
result did demonstrate the potential of organic light emitting materials. The interest in
OLEDs was re-ignited in 1987 when the first functioning device, based upon small
molecules, was reported to work at low voltages (>10V) [12]. At this time many
fluorescent organic materials were known to exist but required high voltages of
~100V in order to work [13-16]. Despite having low efficiency (1%), the OLED
described in [12] demonstrated the simplicity of OLED architecture and relative ease
with which organic light emitting materials could be incorporated, as shown in figure
6.2. Subsequently in 1990, the first working polymer based LED (PLED) was
reported by Burroughes et al [17].
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Figure 6.2 – OLED device architecture reported by Tang et al in 1987, reproduced from the
literature [12]

The light emission of organic materials is due to the recombination of neutral electron
hole pairs, which are known as excitons. The nature of exciton formation and
propagation within organic materials is still of some debate [18-20].
A study by De Jong et al [18] used electric fields to dissociate excitons formed by
photoluminescence (PL) within films of poly(phenylene-vinylene) (PPV). Results
indicated a significant drop in luminescent yield, proving the excitons to be strongly
bound (Frenkel-type), a conclusion shared by Hill et al [9] in a separate study of the
same material. It should be noted that exciton binding energies of organic materials
are of much greater magnitude (~0.5eV) than those of inorganic materials (~meV) [9].
This results in longer lifetimes of excitons within organics, as thermal energy is
insufficient to dissociate the charges (as is the case for inorganic materials).
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Figure 6.3 – Schematic representation of PL in PPV reproduced from [18], (a) the excitation of
charge on a polymer following the absorption of a photon, (b) the formation of an exciton, (c) crosschain exciton migration (d) exciton recombination resulting in the emission of a photon.

It has also been reported that the migration of excitons (figure 6.3) within molecules
results in their recombination across the smallest available transitions [19], causing a
red shift between the absorption and emission spectra of many organic materials [21].
Thus the wavelength of light emission from organic materials is dependent upon the
minimum separation between the HOMO and LUMO. However inter molecular
migration is not thought to occur over any great distance, as the formation and
recombination of excitons is described as being localised to individual molecules [20,
22].

The nature of light emission from organic materials is different to that of inorganic
semi-conductors due to complexities of the excited states. Spin coupling of excitons
results in the creation of either singlet or triplet states. Optical transitions are the result
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of singlet to singlet transitions whereas triplet relaxation usually results in nonradiative decay [23]. Singlet to triplet crossing can occur but is less energetically
favourable than transitions in which spin is conserved [22]. For photo-stimulated
luminescence (PL) only singlet states are activated which generally decay radiatively,
thus the quantum efficiency can approach 100%. However for electrically excited
luminescence (EL) the triplet states become active with a triplet to singlet ratio of 3:1,
this results in a drop of quantum efficiency to a maximum of only 25% [24]. It must
be noted that it is the same emission channels which are responsible for the emission
of PL and EL in organic materials [25].
Several other modes of non-radiative decay exist including multiphonon excitation,
exciton-exciton anhilation and exciton migration to quenching sites (defects) [25].
These additional processes result in the EL efficiencies of real devices being
significantly lower than the theoretical maximum of 25%, the best being reported at
around 12% [26].
The performance and life-times of organic materials is dependent upon defect states
within the structure [27]. Defects are mainly caused by oxidation within the
conjugated bonds, for example a single carbonyl state (C=O) in four hundred
conjugated bonds can lead to a drop of 50% in EL emission [28]. Oxidised states in
organic materials act as electron trapping states, which cause a blue shift in optical
emission as the high electron affinities of the oxidised states dissociate charge from
the lowest energy excitons (π-π*) [4, 18].
Oxidation can be caused by exposure of organic films to air and moisture [29].
Encapsulation of OLEDs is therefore essential, usually with indium tin oxide (ITO)
coated glass, such that it also forms a transparent upper electrode of the device
through which emitted light can escape. OLEDs constructed in this manner have been
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reported as having high efficiencies (>10%) and operational life-times of 20,000hrs
[30]. Further processes of oxidation include operational photo- and electro-chemical
reactions [18, 31-33]. One method of increasing OLED life-times is to introduce
electron and hole transport materials between the light emitting layer and the
electrodes [34]. These materials act as the anode and cathode to the light emitting
layer but with much reduced potential barriers, thus lowering the required operating
voltages and improving device efficiency.
Photo stimulated luminescence was used as a method of characterisation for the thin
films studied as part of this thesis.

6.2 Experimental studies of poly(arylamine) thin films

6.2.1 Introduction to Poly(arylamines)

Poly(arylamines) (PAAs) are a group of polymers used as hole transport materials
(HTM) in many in PLEDs [27, 34, 35]. The nomenclature arylamine describes its
molecular constituents, aryl being an aromatic ring with one removed hydrogen and
amine, a triple bonded nitrogen, analogous to ammonia (NH3). PAAs are
characterised by the monomeric structure of a central nitrogen atom bonded to three
substituents of which at least one is an aromatic ring. The PAA films studied as part
of this thesis are poly(phenylamines) (PPAs) in which the aryl rings are benzene-like
phenyl groups (C6H5).
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Figure 6.4 – Taken from [36], schematic representation of the conductive base form of
poly(aniline).

The most commonly reported PPA is poly(aniline) (PANI), one of the first reported
conducting polymers, which has a monomer structure consisting of a single phenyl
ring per nitrogen atom [36]. The polymerised structure of PANI, as shown in figure
6.4, incorporates the phenyl rings into the backbone creating a conjugated pathway
along the chain. Several authors have studied the electrical conduction of PANI and
reported on the ease with which its structure can be altered and doped [36, 37].
Many other (higher) PPAs exist which are considered in groups of di- or triphenylamine derivative structures. There are also small molecules which fall into the
same phenylamine groups existing as either monomeric or dimerised structures, an
example of which is tri-phenlyamine (TPA) [22, 38]. All PPA structures exhibit the
similar conjugated bonding structure to PANI, however not all the phenyl rings are
involved in forming the backbone. This structural orientation causes considerable
change to the electrical conduction of these polymers when compared to PANI, with
conduction requiring significant overlap of LUMO states between phenyl rings of the
chain and at cross linkages. The conduction between TPA moieties within the
polymer structure has a hopping character localised to the phenyl rings [38].
The optical properties of phenylamine materials have been studied in several
publications. The absorption spectra of phenylamines have been shown to be
dependent upon the number of phenyl rings present within the monomer, where the
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absorption energies of the π-π* are shifted to lower energies for tri-phenylamine
(297nm) as compared to di-phenylamine (285nm) and aniline (280nm) [4]. In
polymerised forms the absorption energies are additionally shifted to lower energies,
studies have reported a shift in the principle absorption of poly(tri-phenylamine)
structures to 350nm [21, 39].
The luminescent emission of PPA materials is accepted to be mainly centred in the
blue region (400-420nm) of the spectrum due to π-π* exciton recombination at lower
energies than the absorption [29].
Bushby et al [40], studied the luminescent emission from PPAs of di- and tri-phenyl
monomeric structures. Emission was shown to be in the blue region of the spectrum
for the poly(tri-phenylamine) and in both the blue and red regions of the spectrum for
the poly(di-phenylamine) material. Antonel et al [41], studied the electro-luminescent
emission of PANI as a function of film thickness and electrical potential, reporting an
emission of 412nm in its conducting emraldine form. Yano et al [21], investigated the
absorption and emission of phenylamine small molecule solutions, again an emission
of 420nm was stated for higher order materials.

The PPA studied as part of this thesis was characterised using NEXAFS and photoluminescent emission, results of which are presented in sections 6.2.3 and 6.2.4
respectively, following an introduction to the PPA samples studied.
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6.2.2 Sample details

The PPA samples studied were supplied to the Aberystwyth University Materials
Research Group by Bangor University. The PPA was deposited from solution via
spin-coating, producing thin films (~200nm) of polymer on Au/glass substrates.
Individual samples (5mm x 8mm) were produced from portions of a single slide
yielding several chemically identical samples. The samples were shipped under a
nitrogen atmosphere, which was broken immediately prior to experimentation.
The PPA was of unknown monomeric structure, therefore X-ray photo-electron
spectroscopy (XPS) was employed to establish relative carbon to nitrogen ratios
within the material, the results of which are displayed in figure 6.5.

Figure 6.5 – Wide scan XPS of PPA thin film. X-ray excitation source Mg kα 1253.6eV with data
taken at 100eV pass energy.

Calculated from the relative peak areas, the ratio of carbon to nitrogen was 15:1 and
that of carbon to oxygen 30:1 (nitrogen to oxygen 2:1). The relative ratio of carbon to
nitrogen was used to predict the TPA bonded monomer structure shown in figure 6.6.
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Luminescent investigation (section 6.2.4) of the PPA film proved the oxygen
contribution to be due to surface oxidation and was therefore omitted from the
monomeric structure.

Figure 6.6 – Proposed poly(tri-phenylamine) monomer structure consisting of two tri-phenylamine
moieties sharing a central phenyl ring with a 15:1 carbon:nitrogen ratio.

6.2.3 Angular resolved NEXAFS of PPA

6.2.3.1 NEXAFS experimental procedure

Total electron yield (TEY) NEXAFS experiments were carried out on beamline
MPW6.1 at the SRS Daresbury using a modified angular resolved ultra-violet photoelectron spectroscopy (ARUPS) chamber. The internal detector of the ARUPS
chamber, not used as part of this work, was parked beneath the sample stage
throughout the experimental run. A custom sample manipulation system
(Aberystwyth University Materials Research Group) was placed into the chamber
allowing for linear horizontal and vertical movement as well as rotation about the
vertical axis relative to the incident beam (sample surface plane normal set as 0˚
position to the beam). The sample stage was electrically isolated with a ceramic break
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and an insulated copper wire was attached to the sample stage to enable drain current
measurement to be taken. The beamline response was recorded from an Au mesh
placed in the beam upstream of the sample chamber and both the sample and Au mesh
drain currents were monitored via external pico ammeters. The data was recorded
using the beamline control computer, where three channels simultaneously recorded
the SR beam energy, TEY sample drain current and TEY Au mesh drain current. For
the angular resolved experiments TEY measurements were taken at incremental
angular steps of the incident beam with manual adjustment performed to the
manipulator. Corrections to the results for beamline flux fluctuations were made by
normalising the sample and Au signals to the pre-edge intensity at 280eV and then
dividing the sample data with that of the Au mesh.

6.2.3.2 Results

The carbon K-edge NEXAFS of PPA contains several resonant peaks (A-F) as shown
in figure 6.7. The initial peak at 284.34eV can be confidently ascribed to the C1s-π*
resonance of the phenyl ring C=C bonds [42]. However the other peaks at lower
binding energies (B-F), are due to combinations of C1s-π* and C1s-σ* resonances
and cannot be ascribed without appropriate density functional theory (DFT)
calculation, which is not available at the present time.
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Resonance Position
Peak

(eV)

A

284.34

B

285.33

C

286.52

D

288.14

E

292.93

F

302.44

Figure 6.7 – Total electron yield NEXAFS of PPA taken at 0˚X-ray incidence to the sample plane
normal and resonant peak positions denoted in the spectra.

The angular dependence of the XANES region (280-290eV) is shown in figure 6.8.
The results were collected at increments of SR angular incidence to the normal of the
sample plane (set as 0˚), corrected for beamline flux, set to a common pre-edge
intensity and normalised to 290eV. The variation in the intensity immediately prior to
the absorption edge onset is due to the relative intensity differences of each result to
the background signal. There is clearly opposing angular dependence between the
resonances at 284.34eV and 288.14eV, labelled π* and σ* respectively. A cross over
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energy of 286.43eV was identified as the transition between the π* and σ*-like
resonances as indicated in figure 6.8 by a dashed line.

Figure 6.8 – Angular dependence of the π* and σ*-like resonances of poly(tri-phenylamine) at
angular positions of the sample plane normal (z) to synchrotron beam (90o-θ), thus the electric field
vector of the incident X-rays is parallel to the sample surface at 0˚. Dashed line indicates transition
between π* and σ*-like resonances.

Angular orientation considerations

Angular resolved NEXAFS is a useful tool in establishing molecular orientation in
organic thin films. The basic principle of coupling between the electric field vector of
the plane polarised incident X-ray and molecular orbital vector governs the resonant
intensity of the peaks observed. Therefore by measuring the relative intensity of
defined resonances as a function of the X-ray incidence angle, the orientation of
molecules on a surface can be estimated.
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Figure 6.9 – The coordinate system of angular resolved NEXAFS reproduced from the literature
[43]. The sample surface, normal to which is z, lies in the xy plane. SR incident in the direction of x
at an angle relative to the surface plane θ, is plane polarised in the xz plane as indicated by the
vector E. For beamline MPW6.1 the direction y is the samples’ vertical orientation about which it is
rotated to vary θ. The direction of the π* orbital vector is defined by the polar angle α and azimuthal
angle Φ.

The geometry of angular resolved NEXAFS experiments is shown in figure 6.9.
For the case of beamline MPW6.1, the SR is polarised in the plane of the storage ring
orbit (xz). The vertical orientation of the sample is in the y direction about which the
angle of X-ray incidence θ can be varied.
If it is assumed that the molecular plane has threefold or higher symmetry then the
angular vector of the π* orbital can be swept around the azimuth creating a cone onto
which the molecule is orientated. In this case the tilt angle of the molecular plane is
described by the polar angle α.
The X-ray absorption cross section (chapter 2) of the π* molecular orbital changes
with incident angle θ of the SR beam, due to coupling between the two vector
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components of π* and E; strong interaction when the two vectors are in close parallel
alignment leads to enhanced resonance, whereas weak interactions result from vector
misalignment.

Figure 6.10 – Schematic representation of the π* and σ* resonances of a benzene ring. The vector
component of the π* is normal to the molecular plane, whereas that of the σ* is quasi- in plane.

The angular dependence of the C1s-π* resonance intensity can be used as an
indication of net phenyl ring orientation within a film using angular resolved
NEXAFS.
With reference to the angular resolved NEXAFS of PPA shown in figure 6.8, the
initial C1s-π* (284.34eV) is indicative of the phenyl ring, its directional π* vector
perpendicular to its planer orientation. The resonance at 287.82eV is attributed to in
plane σ* resonances of the phenyl rings due to its opposing angular dependence to
that of the π* resonance. The use of the first π* resonance to establish molecular
orientation is valid in this instance, as its intensity is less influenced by
neighbouring/overlapping contributions and its background easier to ascertain.
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The change of intensity (I) with X-ray incidence angle (θ) of the π* resonance can be
modelled by the equation I  cos2 ( ) , as shown in figure 6.11(i), where the excellent
linear fit strongly indicates molecular orientation within the film. This simplified
relationship is used as a first approximation of an angular dependence [44].
(i)

(ii)

Figure 6.11 – The considerations used to assess the tilt angle of the PPA film (i) The relative peak
intensity angular dependence modelled by I  cos ( ) . The linear fit is an indication of molecular
2

orientation. (ii) The intensity dependence of the normal to grazing angle incidence taken from [45]
used to estimate the tilt angle of the phenyl rings of the PPA films (dashed red line) as described in
the text. Where P represents the polarisation of the beamline.
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For a more detailed analysis the ratio of π* resonance intensity between normal (θ90˚)
and grazing (θ20˚) X-ray incidence can be used to estimate the tilt angle of the
molecules with respect to the substrate plane normal [45] assuming three fold or
higher symmetry, as shown in figure 6.11(ii). For this case the PPA π* (Iθ90˚/Iθ20˚)
intensity ratio is 2.20 which indicates the phenyl rings are tilted by less than 20˚
(dashed red line figure 6.11(ii)) from the substrate plane normal and are standing up
from the surface, as represented by figure 6.12. (This result assumes a beamline
polarisation of 85%).

Figure 6.12 – Schematic representation of the molecular orientation of PPA to the substrate plane.
Incident SR is indicated by the blue arrow with its polarised electric field vector E into the page (red
dot). The π* orbital vector is indicated by p, normal to the molecular plane.
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6.2.3.3 Discussion

The results presented here are the first observed occurrence of preferred orientation
for a poly(tri-phenylamine) thin film using angular resolved NEXAFS. The
orientation of the phenyl rings of PPA are shown to be standing up from the surface
such that the π* vector is parallel to the surface plane.
The potential mechanisms of polymer self organisation are governed by π stacking
and planarity within the chains [8, 38]. For the case of phenylamines the planarity of
the monomer structure has been theoretically studied, proving its dependence upon
the number of phenyl rings, the TPA moiety being shown to be flat in the plane of the
nitrogen bonds. For the proposed PPA structure only the central shared phenyl ring
would be planer to the nitrogen atoms with the outer rings able to rotate about their
bond axis [38].

Figure 6.13 – Taken from [38] the calculated LUMO distribution (blue) of poly(tri-phenylamine)
using density functional theory (DFT) is localised to the shared central phenyl ring.

As shown in figure 6.13 the LUMO states of the PPA monomer are localised to the
shared central phenyl ring, therefore the orientation observed by NEXAFS is a
measurement of these states, suggesting that the monomers are aligned within the
polymer chains regardless of potential rotations between adjoining phenyl groups.
However care must be taken in this assumption as other closely lying LUMO states,
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not necessarily localised upon the central phenyl ring, may be measured within the
same experimental resolution of the NEXAFS experiment. Unfortunately at present
further DFT calculation of other LUMO states is unavailable within the literature.
The asymmetry of molecular PPA structures has also been shown to hinder self
organisation of thin films during deposition [46], this would suggest that the
symmetrical monomer structure of the PPA film here would readily self-organise.
Preferred orientation has been previously observed in other organic materials,
however these reports mostly concern small molecule systems [47-49]. Only one
other polymer has been reported to exhibit preferred orientation NEXAFS, the
organo-metallic polymer Pt-DEBP, which was shown to orientate itself to metal
substrates with a tilt angle of 40˚ to the substrate plane normal [44, 50].
Most polymer thin films are described as being of amorphous structure [51], however
some studies have described localised order as a potential mechanism for charge
transfer [3, 46, 52].
The self organisation of small molecules is used to create devices with definitive
electronic characteristics, however most require in-vacuo sublimation as contact with
atmosphere can cause aggregation [52, 53]. The self organisation of spin coated
polymer films could therefore be of great technological importance.

6.2.4 Luminescent studies of PPA films

Although PPA is generally regarded as a HTM it is also a luminescent material.
Therefore its photo-induced emission can be used to characterise its electronic
structure using PL and OD-NEXAFS, the results of which are contained within this
section.
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6.2.4.1 Photoluminescence (PL)

6.2.4.1.1 Experimental procedure

The PL investigation of PPA was conducted offline using MoLES as the
luminescence detection chamber. The sample was mounted on the sample stage using
carbon tape. Measurements were conducted in air at ambient temperature ~300K
using a 3.069eV (404nm) laser as an excitation source. All data was collected using a
PMT (Hamamatsu R758P) in conjunction with the high energy grating of the
monochromator (range 350-650nm at 1nm resolution).

6.2.4.1.2 Results

Figure 6.14 – Fitted PL spectra of poly(arylamine) recorded with excitation energy 3.069eV (404nm)
at 300K.
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The PL of PPA is shown in figure 6.14. Three Gaussian bands can be fitted to the
emission centred at 2.635eV (470nm), 2.820eV (439nm) and 2.978eV (416nm)
labelled 1 to 3 respectively. The entire emission of PPA is relatively narrow with the
highest intensity in the blue region of the spectrum.
The emission bands vary in their intensity and broadening. The 2.635eV band (Band
1) is of a relatively broad FWHM 0.53eV spanning the entire emission. The two
higher energy bands of 2.820eV and 2.978eV (bands 2 and 3), have greater intensity
than band 1 exhibiting similar FWHM values of 0.14eV and 0.11eV respectively.

6.2.4.1.3 Discussion

The narrow emissions bands of 2 and 3 are indicative of excitonic π-π* transitions
which must be located upon the phenyl rings of the polymer [18]. The small energy
separation of the two excitons, 0.158eV, would suggest the origins are from the
conjugated bonds of C-C and C-N bonded constituents of the phenyl rings. The lack
of red emission from the PPA provides further evidence of a poly(tri-phenylamine)
structure [40].
For the case of the broad emission of band 1, the origin is less clear, although it is
likely to be defect related. The broadening observed in the emission of band 1 would
suggest a dilute system with considerable vibration contribution. Oxidation of the
aromatic rings has been reported in many polymer thin films due to the presence of
molecular oxygen [18, 25]. The XPS results (figure 6.5) of the PPA film suggest some
oxygen content was present, consistent with partial oxidation. Oxidation is known to
interrupt conjugation causing carbonyl groups (C=O) within organic materials. This
leads to defect states which act as electron traps resulting in a quenching of
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luminescent emission. Therefore the intense luminescence observed from this PPA
material would suggest the oxidated states are located only on the surface and not
within the bulk.

6.2.4.2 Spatially resolved OD-NEXAFS

6.2.4.2.1 Experimental procedure

Experiments were conducted on beamline MPW6.1 at the SRS Daresbury using
CLASSIX1 as the end station. The sample was mounted on to the sample stage with
conductive tape and held in a vacuum of 1x10-9mBar. A SiO2 sample was loaded in
addition to the polymer to measure the beamline flux as a correction factor. The
luminescent emission was found to be invariant of temperature change therefore
measurements were carried out at ambient temperature (300K). Measurements were
conducted in total luminescent yield (no filter), using the x2 visible objective (pixel
resolution of 7.8μm2).
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6.2.4.2.2 Results

Figure 6.15 – Comparison plot of the total electron yield TEY and volume-integrated total
luminescent yield TLY NEXAFS.

As shown in figure 6.15 the same π* and σ* resonances are present for in both the
electron and luminescent yield NEXAFS, although of varied relative intensity
between the two data sets. This result also indicates that the luminescent centres are
localised to the absorption centres as the K-edge jump of the total luminescent yield
(TLY) is positive with respect to the pre-edge signal. If considered with reference to
the luminescent emission of PPA, this result is expected as the strongest emission
bands are the π-π* transitions which are excited by the K-edge absorption.
An image of the PPA film taken in total luminescent emission is shown in figure
6.16(i) at a fixed excitation energy of 293eV (the point of maximum luminescent
intensity). The volume-integrated TLY NEXAFS is shown in figure 6.15. However
when the surface is imaged in emission, there are two distinctly different regions
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labelled as 1 and 2 in figure 6.16(i). If the emission is spatially resolved at different
excitation energies (284.34eV and 285.34eV) the difference between the two regions
is revealed as shown in figure 6.16(ii) and 6.16(iii).

(i)

1

2

(ii)

(iii)

Figure 6.16 – Image of PPA film in (i) total luminescent yield at 293eV excitation energy, indicated
area of 1.5x1mm from which images (ii) and (iii) are taken. (ii) Image taken at excitation energy
284.34eV. (iii) Image taken at excitation energy 285.34eV.

The spatially resolved OD-NEXAFS of regions 1 and 2 are shown in figure 6.17. The
spectra are normalised to the pre-edge intensity and corrected for background and
beamline flux. The difference spectra calculated from the subtraction of region 1 from
2 is also displayed. There is clearly a significant suppression in the initial C1s-π*
resonance (284.34eV) in region 1, therefore it can be stated that the resonances of
region 1 are σ*-like compared to those of region 2 and is therefore an indication of
orientation difference.
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Figure 6.17 – The PPA OD-NEXAFS of regions 1 and 2 and the resultant difference spectra. The
initial C1s-π* resonance is indicated at an excitation energy of 284.34eV.

If the angular resolved NEXAFS of the PPA film is taken as a template, the phenyl
ring orientation of region 1 must be parallel to the sample surface and those of region
2 standing up as diagrammatically shown in figure 6.18. As OD-NEXAFS is a bulk
probe, the effect of surface states will be suppressed, signifying orientation
throughout the material and not only on the surface of the film.
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Figure 6.18 – Schematic representation of the orientation differences observed for PPA using
spatially resolved OD-NEXAFS. The phenyl rings of region 1 are lying parallel to the surface plane
whereas those of region 2 are standing up.

6.2.4.2.3 Discussion

The spatially resolved OD-NEXAFS indicates significant orientation differences
between regional areas within the same PPA film. This suggests segmented growth in
bound regions and weak interactions with the substrate. Therefore the materials
orientation must be dominated by intermolecular forces.
It is important to note with reference to the TEY angular resolved NEXAFS that the
regional growth may have resulted in a superposition of signals from areas of
different molecular orientation as seen in TLY. Therefore unknown C1s-π*
suppression may have caused an error in the estimation of the molecular tilt angle.
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Film crystallisation has been cited as a possible mechanism of bonding change in
PPAs [39]. However for this case the PPA film can be seen to be of regular
morphology across the entire footprint of the synchrotron beam, therefore
crystallisation is not the cause of the observed structural variation.

Another potential cause of regional growth is non-uniform film thickness effects due
to the spin coating process. The PPA films having been spin coated displayed an
undulating surface morphology as can be observed in the imagery, thus the structural
differences between the regions could be due to overlying polymer layers causing an
amorphous structure. This suggests that self-assembly of the PPA is dependent upon
the film thickness.
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6.3 Luminescent studies of electrospray deposited organic thin films

The experimental investigations described in this section utilised the Aberystwyth
University Materials Research Group ESD system (Chapter 4) to create films for
luminescent analysis.
Copper phthalocyanine (CuPc) is an optically active organic material, with weak
optical emission reported in the IR region of the spectrum [54, 55], however in its
monomeric form it has been shown to emit at higher energies. This effect is due to the
increased efficiency of non-radiative triplet states in multi-molecular systems.
CuPc has a tendency to aggregate when deposited as a thin film due to intermolecular
forces [56]. However it has been proven that the addition of poly(ethyleneoxide)
(PEO) to CuPc solution will effectively disstack the phthalocyanine creating
dimerised PEO/CuPc structures [57, 58].
The experiments reported in this section describe investigations of electrospray
deposited thin films of CuPc, PEO and CuPc/PEO hybrid materials from solution and
subsequent characterisation using AFM, PL and OD-NEXAFS.

6.3.1 Introduction to Copper Phthalocyanine (CuPc)

Phthalocyanines (Pc) are small dye molecules closely related to porphyrins. They are
known to have some exceptional intrinsic properties including high chemical stability,
high thermal stability and extremely low defect populations (1014-1016 traps per cm3).
Phthalocyanines are known to display crystallographic growth when deposited by invacuum sublimation leading to highly ordered films ideal for electronic applications
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[47] and are therefore of significant scientific interest. Phthalocyanines are centrosymmetrical molecules made up of four isoindole units, as shown in figure 6.19 [59].

Figure 6.19 – Schematic representation of the molecular structure of Copper Phthalocyanine.

The central atom of a Pc is usually occupied by a metal which causes a non planer
structure, where the metal atom is pronounced from the molecular plane. The
presence of aromatic rings within the Pc structure leads to delocalised π bonds above
and below the molecular plane, forming the HOMO and LUMO states of the molecule
and these are responsible for its optical properties.
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Figure 6.20 – The absorption spectra of CuPc taken by the Aberystwyth University Materials
Research Group.
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All phthalocyanines have strong absorption bands around 700nm giving them a
characteristic deep blue colour. The absorption spectra of CuPc has two dominant
bands at 1.72eV (720nm) and 1.95eV (635nm), as shown in figure 6.20. All of the
absorption bands of CuPc are due to the fundamental π-π* transition (Q band). The
energy difference between the two bands is a result of bond symmetry, where the
distribution of the π bonds leads to separate resonant modes [60]. The light emission
of solid state CuPc is of weak intensity and significantly red shifted from its
absorption, centred in the infrared at 1.13eV (1100nm) [54, 55, 61]. This emission
band is a phosphorescent decay of the triplet state. However in monomeric form
(solutions) CuPc emits at significantly higher energies, due to suppression of
intersystem crossing between the singlet and triplet. Therefore, triplet decay is
enhanced in the solid state where stacking of the Pcs create efficient non-radiative
pathways.
In order to dissolve CuPc in solution it must be sulfonated, where at least one of its
benzene rings has the chemical group SO3 added to it. The sulfonated CuPc
investigated in this thesis was tetra-sulfonated (tsCuPc) the structure of which is
shown in figure 6.21 [62, 63].

Figure 6.21 – Schematic representation of tetra sulfonated Copper Phthalocyanine (tsCuPc).
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6.3.2 Introduction to poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO)

Poly(ethylenes) (PEs) are insulating polymers commonly used as packaging materials.
The simplest PE polymer structure is (-CH2-)n, where each carbon atom within the
backbone is singly bonded (σ) to two other carbons and two hydrogens. Therefore the
carbon bonding of PE is saturated (sp3) yielding no delocalised π states for
conduction. This molecular orientation makes PE extremely flexible, as the single
bonds within the backbone allow significant movement of the atoms. All PEs are long
chain polymers which create an amorphous physical structure in the solid phase.

Poly(ethyleneoxide) (PEO) is an oxidised variation of the group having substituted
oxygen for every third carbon within the backbone, its chemical structure is depicted
in figure 6.22. [64]

Figure 6.22 – Schematic representation of the chemical structure of PEO.

The presence of oxygen does not give rise to π bonding as the carbons remain
saturated, resulting in an electrically insulting material. PEO does have unsaturated
oxygen bonds and is therefore negatively charged, however this is asymmetrically
distributed resulting in a polar material [65]. The intrinsic charge of PEO has been
shown to act as an excellent matrix for carbon based electrolytes in which ionic salts
are mobile, a subject for which detailed review articles are found in the literature [66].
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PEO is also of pharmaceutical importance used in a variety of medicines including
blood clotting agents [67].
In a solid PEO tends to create an amorphous structure, where the long chains lie over
one another in a random orientation. However within a thin film segmented
crystalline structure has been reported but is usually inferred as a measure of
degradation [66].
PEO has also been used to modify the physical structure of light emitting polymers
[65, 68]. For example Tang et al [68] adjoined PEO to the light emitting polymer PHP
creating a copolymerised tri-block structure. The resulting film was shown have
intense light emission and much greater flexibility than the pure PHP material.

6.3.3 ESD thin film production

Molecular thin films were deposited onto silicon (Si) 110 substrates, all of which were
cut from the same wafer. Si was chosen as a suitable non-emissive substrate in the
luminescent detection window of this investigation (200-1000nm). The Si substrate
was cleaned prior to deposition via ultrasonic isopropanol bath and plasma to remove
surface contaminants.
The PEO powdered material of molecular weight 100,000au was acquired
commercially from Sigma-Adrich. The tsCuPc material was supplied in water
solution of 2.4μMl-1 concentration by Bangor University. The PEO was dissolved in
50:50 methanol/water solution with a 5.1μM/l-1 concentration. The hybrid
tsCuPc/PEO solution was mixed with a relative ratio of 4.2:1 PEO to tsCuPc by
adding the appropriate amount of the tsCuPc solution to the PEO solution and
compensating for the extra water content with additional methanol to yield 50:50
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water/methanol. All of the prepared solutions were stirred for 24 hours within sealed
containers prior to deposition.
The cleaned Si substrate was mounted onto a glass slide within the third stage
chamber of the ESD just below the quartz crystal position. Solution was sprayed using
a 30μm inner diameter emitter (proxeon) at voltages of 3.1kV, 2.8kV and 2.9kV for
the PEO, tsCuPc and tsCuPc/PEO solutions respectively at continuous flow rates of
~10μlmin-1. The pressure of the third stage was observed to rise to a pressure of 7x104

mBar from its base of 5x10-5mBar whilst spraying. A quartz crystal analyser was

used to establish deposition rates for each of the materials before deposition on to the
substrate (section 4.5). Deposition rates were calculated assuming material densities
of 1gcm-3 [69] for the PEO and 1.67gcm-3 for the tsCuPc and tsCuPc/PEO materials.
The films were all grown to estimated thicknesses of 100nm with typical deposition
rates of ~16 Angstroms/min.

6.3.3.1 AFM analysis of ESD films

The resulting films were examined using AFM the results of which are displayed in
figures 6.23 – 6.29. The AFM was operated in both contact and non-contact mode
with all measurements being made in atmosphere.
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Figure 6.23 – Contact AFM topography (40μmx40μm) of 100nm PEO film prepared by in vacuum
ESD on a Si substrate. Histogram displaying the rms average roughness of the surface to be 50nm.

Figure 6.24 – High resolution AFM image of PEO film (9μmx9μm). Line profile drawn through the
centre of the disc revealing cross section shown in red on image and relevant statistics therein.
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Figure 6.23 shows the PEO sample to be made up from a matrix of overlapping ~5μm
discs, creating a thin film, with an average roughness of 50nm over a 40μmx40μm
area. On closer inspection the main contribution to the surface roughness was
localised to the centres of the discs, where the PEO had spread from the centre
outwards creating a cratered morphology, as shown in figure 6.24. This morphology
suggests that the ES droplets arriving at the substrate still consisted of significant
solvent content which quickly dried (section 4.5).

Figure 6.25 – Non-contact AFM topography (20μmx20μm) of 100nm tsCuPc film prepared by in
vacuum ESD on a Si substrate. Histogram displaying the rms average roughness of the surface to be
8nm.
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Figure 6.26 – Non-contact AFM topography (9μmx9μm) of tsCuPc film. Line profiles drawn
through the molecular islands revealing the cross sections shown in red and green on image and
relevant statistics therein..

Figure 6.27 – Non-contact AFM topography (5.5μmx5.5μm) of tsCuPc film. Line profiles drawn
through the molecular islands revealing the cross sections shown in red and green on image and
statistics therein.
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The tsCuPc sample displayed aggregation of the molecules on the surface, as shown
in figures 6.25-6.27, therefore the tsCuPc sample was not of uniform thickness
however this was of not of concern for the luminescent experiments. Distinct islands
of tsCuPc are observed of relatively thick (35nm) cross-sections. The aggregation of
the molecules appears to have occurred post deposition as the phthalocyanines have
migrated revealing bare Si substrate. Recent real-time XPS results (Aberystwyth
University

Materials

Research

Group)

have

shown

self

organisation

of

phthalocyanines to occur post deposition which would agree strongly with the results
presented here. The features displayed in figure 6.26 are known as cell networks [70],
these are indicative of a fast drying solution of molecules on a surface. Therefore this
would suggest a wet deposition with a significant solvent presence at the substrate.

Figure 6.28 – Contact AFM topography (40μmx25μm) of 100nm tsCuPc/PEO film prepared by in
vacuum ESD on a Si substrate. Histogram displays the rms average roughness of the surface to be
32nm.
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The tsCuPc/PEO sample (figure 6.28) displayed a similar average roughness to the
PEO sample but with a smoother morphology. This suggests that the growth mode of
the tsCuPc/PEO material was due to greater surface mobility compared to the case of
the PEO. The features of the deposited film are significantly different to those of the
PEO sample as shown in figures 6.28 and 6.29. These features suggest a phase
separation within a drying solution which create the distinctive patterns observed in
process known as spinodal decomposition [71].

Figure 6.29 – Contact AFM image of disc like structure within tsCuPc/PEO film. Line profile drawn
through the centre of the feature reveals the cross section shown in red and green and relevant
statistics therein.

In summary all the samples were deposited with significant solvent at the substrate
surface. Subsequent rapid drying of the solution within the vacuum resulted in
features alike those of spinodal decomposition and cellular networks. However for the
purposes of this study the growth mechanisms of the thin films were not of concern.
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6.3.4 Luminescence results

All of the ESD prepared films were studied using PL. Only that of the tsCuPc/PEO
sample yielded emission within the detectable range (200-1000nm) therefore the
luminescent results presented are for the hybrid tsCuPc/PEO material only.

6.3.4.1 Photoluminescece (PL)

6.3.4.1.1 Experimental procedure

The PL investigation of tsCuPc/PEO was conducted offline using MoLES as the
luminescence detection chamber and the same procedure outlined in section 6.2.4.1.
Experiments were conducted using a 2.786eV (445nm) laser as the excitation source.
All data was collected using the medium energy grating of the monochromator (range
500-930nm at 1.5nm resolution).
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6.3.4.1.2 PL results

Figure 6.30 – PL spectra of tsCuPc/PEO recorded with excitation energy 2.786eV (445nm) at 300K.

The PL of tsCuPc/PEO is shown in figure 6.30. A single emission band at 1.625eV
(763nm) can be clearly identified in the near infrared region of the spectrum. The
emission is relatively narrow of FWHM 0.2eV.

6.3.4.1.3 Discussion

The emission of the tsCuPc/PEO sample can be considered with reference to emission
from other CuPc based materials reported in the literature.
The emission of solid state CuPc has been reported to occur at 1100nm, attributed to
phosphorescent decay of the triplet state [61]. When compared to the absorption
spectra there is clearly a large shift to lower energy between the Q band absorption
(~700nm) and this 1100nm emission. This is attributed to efficient intersystem
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crossing between the singlet and triplet states, caused by π stacking in the solid state
[69].
For the case of tsCuPc emission has only been reported for monomeric structures in
solution, centred about the Q band absorption at 628nm [72].
There has only been one reported occurrence of light emission from a CuPc/PEO
hybrid material [73]. In this study Tang et al deposited thin films of tetra amino CuPc
(taCuPc) and PEO proving the addition of the PEO to the taCuPc to yield visible
emission centred at 450nm. This emission band was attributed to recombination about
the Soret absorption band of the taCuPc, quite different to that observed for the
tsCuPc/PEO material studied here.

The light emission observed for the tsCuPc/PEO is the first occurrence of luminescent
emission from a tsCuPc based thin film. The mechanism of light emission appears to
be fluorescent due to singlet to singlet recombination, as its energy is closely related
to the Q band absorption energy. The observation of emission from the tsCuPc/PEO
sample suggests the PEO acts to suppress the Pc triplet state by disstacking the tsCuPc
into individual molecules within the film.
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6.3.4.2 OD-NEXAFS of tsCuPc/PEO

The light emission of the tsCuPc/PEO sample was used to investigate the bonding
states of the LUMO by OD-NEXAFS.

6.3.4.2.1 Experimental procedure

Experiments were conducted on beamline MPW6.1 at the SRS, Daresbury using the
same procedure outlined in section 6.2.4.2.

6.3.4.2.2 Results
(i)

(ii)

2mm
Figure 6.31 – tsCuPc/PEO film imaged in (i) reflected light and (ii) total luminescent yield.
Beamline footprint of 2mmx1mm area.

The SR beam was positioned over the whole area of the deposited material as shown
in figure 6.31. No spatial variation in the emission was observed, therefore the results
shown in figure 6.32 are volume-integrated over the whole sample. There are several
resonant peaks within the OD-NEXAFS of the tsCuPc/PEO material, the energetic
positions of which are indicated in figure 6.32.
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Peak Position (eV)
A

283.94

B

286.08

C

287.43

D

288.34

E

292.62

F

299.37

G

309.62

Figure 6.32 – OD-NEXAFS of tsCuPc/PEO taken in total luminescent yield, denoted peaks refer to
resonances as summarised in table.
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6.3.4.2.3 Discussion

The OD-NEXAFS results described here are the first XAS for a tsCuPc/PEO material,
therefore no definitive ascription of the individual resonances can be made. However
several conclusions can be drawn from the results with reference to the literature.
Firstly, the emission must be solely due to the tsCuPc as PEO is known to be nonluminescent, also its NEXAFS resonances exist at energies above 288eV [75].
Secondly, comparison of the OD-NEXAFS to the NEXAFS spectra of pure CuPc [74]
can be used to tentatively ascribe the initial peaks (A-D) to C1s-π* resonances and all
of those of lower binding energy to C1s-σ* resonances. Thirdly, the binding energy of
the initial C1s-π* (A) resonance is significantly higher than the other π* resonances
(B-C), this can be attributed to the pyrole bonded carbons which are known to have
higher binding energies than the other benzene bonded carbons [76].
Only one other report of OD-NEXAFS for a Pc based material exists [77], in which a
study of the luminescent emission from thick films of MgPc found its emission to be
centred at 860nm. In this study the OD-NEXAFS signal was shown to mirror that of
the electron yield NEXAFS, however the K-edge jump was negative due to sample
thickness effects. The positive carbon K-edge jump of the tsCuPc/PEO thin film is
indicative of radiative transitions localised to the carbon LUMO states, therefore the
tsCuPc triplet related non-radiative decay channel is suppressed by the presence of the
PEO.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and future work

The electrospray deposition (ESD) system built as part of this work was used to
deposit thin films of PEO into a high vacuum of 10-7mBar. The planarity of the PEO
thin films was shown to be improved by higher vacuum levels, and distinct areas of
bead, chain, dendrite and fibrous growth were identified within the films. However a
significant solvent presence at the substrate was noted for all samples indicating there
to be a low drying efficiency of the ES droplets within the differential pumping
system. The future aim for the ESD system is to deposit organic thin films directly
into UHV enabling real time XPS analysis of film growth on surfaces. Therefore in
order for this to be achieved the vacuum levels within the differential pumping system
must be improved. Several improvements are planned including in flight manipulation
of the deposition beam, additional pumping stages and an inert gas (N2) chamber at
the emitter tip.
A plasma deposition chamber is also planned, in which substrate surfaces will be
prepared prior to electrospray deposition. This is of particular interest in the
modification of diamond surface terminations. Investigations into the modification of
small organic molecules on diamond surfaces are one of the current research interests
of the Materials Research Group at Aberystwyth University.

Low energy luminescent emission (XEOL) was used as a probe into the electronic
structure of hexagonal (h-BN) and cubic (c-BN) boron nitride using synchrotron
based techniques. For h-BN emission was in the deep UV and UV/visible regions of
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the spectrum, deep UV bands were resolved at 5.32eV, 5.49eV and 5.62eV and
visible bands at 2.84eV, 3.25eV, 3.99eV and 4.49eV. For c-BN the emission was in
the UV/visible region of the spectrum, emission bands were resolved at 2.98eV,
3.28eV, 3.95eV and 4.32eV. The XEOL emission of both phases was shown to
exhibit phonon contribution which was correlated to the energies of Raman spectra
lines.

Spatially resolved XEOL and OD-XANES was used to investigate c-BN identifying
structural variation which was not identified in the volume-integrated measurements.
OD-XANES mapping indicated structural variations between individual crystals,
including identification of surface carbon states and crystal thickness variation.
Infrared emission from both the 10-20μm and 100μm c-BN samples was attributed to
the presence of calcium within the structure and was shown to originate from the
surface states of the 100μm crystals. The ratio of infrared to visible emission was used
as an indication of Ca content proving the 10-20μm c-BN crystals to be of higher
purity than the 100μm c-BN crystals.

The band gap energies of c-BN and h-BN were determined using OD-XAS in the
VUV region of the spectrum. The band edge spectra of the two phases were markedly
different which can be attributed to the presence of shallow defect states only found in
the hexagonal phase (XEOL). Band gap energies of 5.96eV ± 0.04eV and 6.36eV ±
0.03eV were resolved for h-BN and c-BN respectively.

Pump probe spectroscopy determined defect state energies within the band gaps of
both h-BN and c-BN. For h-BN a defect state 2.87eV above the valence band was
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attributed to an emission energy of 3.09eV. Correlation to the XEOL spectra proved
this to be located within 0.01eV of the predicted zero phonon energy of the 2.84eV
emission band. For c-BN a defect state 2.63eV above the valence band was attributed
to an emission energy of 3.73eV. Correlation to the XEOL spectra proved this to be
located within 0.02eV of the predicted zero phonon line of the 2.98eV emission band.

Future work required on BN includes further characterisation of the defect states and
the chemical environment in which they reside. One possible method for investigation
is to use magnetic resonance in conjunction with luminescent detection. This type of
experiment will yield the chemical environment of the defect state within the
materials.
The optically detected experimental investigations conducted on BN within this thesis
could be extended to other wide band gap semi-conductors including other phases of
BN and diamonds.

The orientation of poly(tri-phenlyamine) thin films was investigated using angular
resolved NEXAFS. The angular dependence of the initial C1s-π* resonance was
proven, indicating the phenyl rings of the polymer to be standing up from the surface
plane with a tilt angle of less than 20˚. Photo-luminescent emission was in the blue
region of the spectrum with two excitonic bands resolved at 2.820eV and 2.978eV.
Spatially resolved OD-NEXAFS of the poly(tri-phenylamine) indicated segmented
growth within the film in which areas of different orientation were identified.
In order to build a better understanding of the self-organisation mechanisms of
poly(tri-phenylamine) further study is required. The substrate material has an
unknown role in the self organisation of these materials, therefore deposition onto a
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range of substrates would be advantageous. One possible method is ESD which would
allow samples of varied thickness to be grown.

Investigations of the luminescent properties of ESD prepared organic thin films were
presented. Thin films of PEO, tsCuPc and tsCuPc/PEO materials were deposited onto
silicon in high vacuum. The surface morphologies of the samples were investigated
using AFM which indicated the tsCuPc aggregated upon the surface whereas the
polymer based samples were shown to have amorphous structure. All the films were
investigated using PL and OD-NEXAFS with only the tsCuPc/PEO material emitting
light within the detectable range (200-1000nm). OD-NEXAFS confirmed the origin
of the light emission to be localised to the tsCuPc within the tsCuPc/PEO material. It
is concluded that PEO disstacked the tsCuPc within the deposited film resulting in
suppression of non-radiative decay channels, thus enabling Q-band luminescent
emission at 1.625eV (763nm), the first witnessed from a tsCuPc based thin film.
Future work required upon the tsCuPc/PEO material includes time-resolved
measurements of the luminescent decay to establish whether the emission is
fluorescent or phosphorescent in nature. If phosphorescent, the tsCuPc/PEO material
could be used to produce OLEDs with high quantum efficiencies. Therefore novel
devices based upon this material would need to be fabricated and investigated using
electro-luminescence.
Further work is required to investigate the effect of PEO addition to other
phthalocyanines and small molecules, as novel light emitting materials are of
importance in the development of OLEDs.
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